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ABSTRACT
The Kruger National Park, (KNP), in the Republic o f South Africa, provides a
unique opportunity to investigate interesting and unresolved aspects o f the the
epidemiology o f the disease anthrax. Anthrax is a disease o f primarily mammals
caused by the Gram-positive, rod-shaped, spore-forming bacteria Bacillus anthracis.
Beyond it's great historical significance anthrax is clearly important in the world today.
From a rich legacy of empirical investigations and observations in the form of
ecological and epidemiological studies conducted around the world this work
endeavors to distill and extract the essence o f what biotic and abiotic factors of
environment might be causally associated with the incidence of anthrax mortalities. A
systematic examination of the development o f today's conceptual model o f anthrax
epidemiology in livestock and wildlife identifies some of the questions left unanswered.
The distillate is then brought to the epidemiologist's work bench as a set o f a priori
hypotheses for testing in a Poisson regression model. Results indicate that species
which browse at 1 to 3 meters have higher mortality rates than do other species of
ungulates in the KNP, as do animals near to soil with high calcium and alkaline pH.
The genetic diversity of anthrax in the KNP was characterized using a MultiLocus VNTR Analysis. Ninety-two isolates were analyzed and mapped. Three
epidemiological clustering methods were employed to examine genotype group
clustering in time and space. The environmental characteristics were then compared
for the genotype groups using a non-parametric analysis o f variance. Finally, anthrax
genotype groups were introduced as factors in the environmental model to determine
vi
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the effect anthrax mortalities attributable to genotype group. A higher rate o f mortality
and a more stringent requirement for calcium for one anthrax genotype group relative to
the other reveals two mechanisms by which one group may have been limited in its
global distribution.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Review and Synthesis
1.1.1 Background
Anthrax is a disease primarily o f mammals. It is caused by the Grampositive, rod-shaped, spore-forming bacteria Bacillus anthracis. The disease, in
both humans and animals, has great historical significance as an agent o f plagues,
the inspiration for Koch's postulates, and the basis of Sterne's demonstration o f the
efficacy of vaccination (Turnbull, 1991). It is important today as a management
concern in wildlife conservation, an economic threat to livestock producers, a
deadly zoonosis for public health, and a potentially terrifying biological weapon.
Yet little is known about the worldwide incidence of the disease, the distribution of
its causative agent, or about what influences these.
B. anthracis is considered cosmopolitan because of its global distribution,
yet the occurrence o f anthrax in animals is grossly under-reported (Hugh-Jones,
1998). The Australian government and dairy industry lost millions o f dollars in
1997 to an anthrax outbreak that directly affected more than 80 establishments and
claimed more than 200 head o f livestock. In 1997 and 1998 four western U.S. states
reported cases of anthrax, most notably in white-tailed deer in Texas. During 1996
South Africa, Namibia and Uganda all reported wildlife losses within national
parks. In Africa in 1996, more than 9000 cases o f anthrax in livestock were
reported, and 7 million head were vaccinated for the disease.
Statistics on human incidence and prophylaxis are similarly partial. In
Africa, 670 human cases were reported between 1993 and 1995, almost certainly an

1
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underestimate o f the true incidence. The total number o f human anthrax
vaccinations administered worldwide is not reported. All 2.4 million members of
the U.S. military are being vaccinated now, as are thousands o f military personnel in
Canada, Britain and other western allies. This is due to the perceived risk of
anthrax being used as a weapon of war or terrorism, fueled primarily by two
revelations over the past two years: the extent of Iraq’s clandestine biological
weapons program, which included (or includes) anthrax; and the extent of the
former Soviet program, which included the weaponisation of an anthrax aerosol, as
revealed by recent Russian defectors. In the US there is a presidential mandate for
stockpiling human anthrax vaccine and antibiotics for civilian use if anthrax is used
for biological terrorism. This presidential concern was re-emphasised in January
1998 with the commitment of S2.8 billion in federal funds in part to the prevention
of biological terrorism, with particular attention to anthrax.
Clearly a thorough understanding o f the epidemiology o f such an important
pathogen, and the disease it causes, would seem essential. Yet in a survey of our
current state o f knowledge, one finds both persistent, longstanding gaps in the story,
and a distinct lag in the application o f current molecular techniques to their
resolution. There is a rich history of empirical description and observation of the
ecology of anthrax in livestock and wildlife worldwide, but this has yet to be
examined in a modem epidemiological framework, with the formulation and testing
of hypotheses about incidence, spread or virulence. In the following work, certain
widely-accepted concepts derived from empirical models of anthrax epidemiology,

?
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as it has been developed over the last 100 years, are brought to the modem
epidemiologist's work bench for testing as hypotheses.
Kruger National Park in the Republic of South Africa (KNP) was selected as
the study site. The three goals o f the study were: to characterize the genetic
diversity o f anthrax at a less-than-continental scale; to carry out an epidemiological
study o f environmental factors associated with anthrax mortality; and to explore
associations of anthrax genotype groups with the environment.
1.1.2 Genetic Analysis: Finding the Bottleneck
The lag in the successful application of molecular techniques to the
epidemiological investigation of anthrax has been an important impetus for these
studies. Recent years have seen the development of numerous molecular
epidemiological tools and their successful application to infectious diseases
(Weniger et al., 1994, Ou et al., 1992, Tamayo et al., 1997). The epidemiological
value o f knowing the genetic relationships among isolates of a pathogen has become
self-evident. As well, the accuracy and reliability of traditional methods of
identifying anthrax, and o f characterizing its virulence, are questionable (Turnbull et
al., 1992, Henderson et al., 1994). There has been a need to develop molecular
tools to rapidly and accurately identify B. anthracis, to determine the presence or
absence of anthrax virulence factors, and to classify anthrax on a genetic level. The
first efforts to develop these tools were frustrated by a seeming lack o f genetic
diversity among B. anthracis isolates (Ash et al., 1991a, Ash and Collins, 1992, Ash
et al., 1991b, Andersen et al., 1996), leading one author to state that "B. anthracis
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represents one of the most molecularly monomorphic bacteria known" (Keim et al.,
1997).
Using the molecular technique of Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism
(APLP) to detect regions of variability, the work o f Keim's group has begun to allow
the genotypic classification o f B. anthracis (Keim et al., 1997). The alleles used in
strain discrimination appear to be stable within the time periods required for
tracking an epidemic. There might be two reasons why B. anthracis seems to have
such a monomorphic genome: either a very recent origin, which is unlikely; or
population size constrictions, in effect bottlenecks associated with its worldwide
spread. The second theory is favored in the work described here. Keim's group
observed that the two most genetically distinct branches of anthrax genotype groups
have a common geographic origin in southern Africa. Taxon-area cladograms of
anthrax genotypes indicated southern Africa as the center of diversity. This means,
according to molecular systematic dogma, that southern Africa may be the
geographic origin of anthrax. These observations lead to the hypothesis that these
two genotype groups emanating from southern Africa represent two independent
epidemic foci from which individual isolates have spread around Africa and the
world. Within the theory that monomorphism in B. anthracis is due to population
size constrictions, these two groups would constitute independent bottlenecks. It
was therefore proposed that more extensive and localized sampling of B. anthracis
in southern Africa and Asia and more detailed characterization o f its genetic
diversity, coupled with an analysis o f the environmental factors associated with
outbreaks of anthrax, were necessary to test this hypothesis. The studies described

4
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here represent the proposed sampling effort in southern Africa. The larger question
which emerges is whether southern Africa is the geographic origin o f B. anthracis. I
can only hope that these studies contribute pieces to this puzzle, which is global in
magnitude and beyond the scope o f a single study.
Representative isolates of both major anthrax genotype groups are found
within the KNP. While one of these branches gives rise to other distinct
geographically-correlated lineages with world-wide distribution, the other remains
localized in southern Africa, as best determined from the isolates available to date
within the World Anthrax Collection at Louisiana State University. To restate the
hypothesis o f Keim, et. al.: are the two distinct anthrax genotype groups observed in
southern Africa acting under the same ‘bottlenecks', or constraints, or are they
acting in a fashion which would suggest independent associations to factors in their
environment? If there is evidence for a separate set of constraints for each genotype
group, what are those environmental factors and what is their relationship to each o f
the groups? Will anthrax genotype groups exhibit clustering within such
environmental constraints? These questions will be most directly addressed in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this work, but are also explored in Chapter 3, a pilot study of
genetic diversity and clustering of anthrax in the KNP, which has been submitted for
publication.
1.1.3 Environm ental Factors: Calcium, Concavities and Hosts
The KNP has a history of episodic outbreaks of anthrax and areas within it
are considered endemic for the disease. Devastating anthrax epidemics have
periodically ravaged the KNP's wildlife. The park represents a well managed,

5
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spatially diverse habitat with large populations o f herbivorous ungulates. Kudu
(Tragelaphus stepsiceros) are thought to be the primary host of anthrax in the KNP
(Vos, 1997). The depth, quality and consistency o f record keeping as regards the
grounds and wildlife o f the KNP made this an ideal study site not only to examine
the genetic diversity of anthrax, but also to examine the effects of factors such as
host species and abiotic environmental characteristics on anthrax mortality.
Epidemics and epidemic foci, by definition, have temporal and spatial
scales, which require appropriate consideration (Onstad eta!., 1990, Onstad, 1992).
It was anticipated that time-space clusters of anthrax genotypes in the KNP, if
present, might overlap from the two dimensional (geographic) perspective alone,
and thus, time was preserved or accounted for whenever possible in these studies in
order to further distinguish clusters. The work described in Chapters 3 and 4
employs three techniques designed to detect clustering in time and space. The
objective is to examine the KNP for evidence of clustering of anthrax as a disease,
but also the clustering of genotype groups in B. anthracis. De Vos and Bryden
(1996) present maps and graphs of epidemics which suggest several spatiotemporal
epidemic foci within the KNP. These authors also describe progressions of anthrax
epidemics which appear to have environmental influences acting on them, so it is
appropriate first to dissect what effect environmental factors may have on genotype
distribution in the KNP. Put another way: what are the environmental factors
contributing to the variability o f any observed genotype distributions of anthrax in
the KNP? It is wrong to make the assumption that the environmental variables are
constant over the spatiotemporal values examined. Invariant geographic variables

6
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will not be homogenous over the study area and climatic variables will have
spatiotemporal variability, and cyclicity. Chapter 2 is an attempt to account for the
effects of salient environmental factors on the incidence o f anthrax mortality in
KNP irrespective o f genotype. But to address the question o f which environmental
factors may constrain the distribution o f anthrax genotypes, we need to examine
what is known about the ecological epidemiology' of the disease, and define an
ecological framework in which to work. What biotic and abiotic factors in the
environment are relevant to anthrax?
The following are the general, conceptual models o f anthrax epidemiology
as currently understood. Anthrax as a human zoonosis is well studied, with most
cases arising from occupational exposures, mainly among veterinarians, wool
workers and tannery workers, or when livestock carcasses from anthrax deaths are
eaten (Vos, 1994, Whitford and Hugh-Jones, 1994). The epidemiology of
anthrax as a biological weapon is still (and with luck will remain) largely
theoretical, and is in any case beyond the scope of these investigations, although the
results reported here may be directly applicable.
The general ecological model o f the epidemiology o f anthrax in livestock
and wildlife centers on the anthrax spore. Spores may be released in massive
quantities from an anthrax carcass and may remain viable and infective for many
years in soil (Whitford and Hugh-Jones, 1994, Vos, 1994, Turnbull, 1996). In this
way certain geographic areas may remain contaminated with anthrax spores for long
periods. Animals are thought to ingest spores orally and become infected via the
gastrointestinal tract. An infective dose o f spores may be acquired by grazing,

7
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browsing, drinking, bone chewing, grooming dead herd mates, or in the case of
predators and scavengers, by eating infected carcasses (Vos, 1994). During an
epidemic, blowflies are thought to facilitate infection o f browsing species by
depositing vomit rich in anthrax spores on surrounding vegetation. Once an animal
has ingested an infectious dose and has been colonized by bacteria, the anthrax
infection progresses to death via cardio-pulmonary collapse usually within hours to
days (Hanna, 1998). The host's primary immune responses to bacteria, phagocytosis
and destruction by macrophages, are thwarted by the formation of a poly-D
glutamic acid capsule around the anthrax bacterium. Multiplication o f anthrax
bacteria continues rapidly in the host, producing bacteremia. B. anthracis also
produces three polypeptides directed at the host, one o f them a delivery system for
the other two, which are intracellular toxins. The toxins cause edema locally, and
overproduction of the host's own shock proteins and cytokines systemically. The net
result is overwhelming circulatory collapse, leading to sudden death. For this
reason anthrax is normally referred to as an acute to peracute disease.
Trapped within a dead and putrefying carcass which is rapidly becoming
anaerobic, the aerobic anthrax organisms enter a static phase. If they remain within
the carcass —as can happen in the wild if the carcass is not ripped open by
scavengers -- the anthrax bacteria may be consumed by the anaerobic bacteria
causing the putrefaction. But if the carcass is opened or dismembered, usually the
case when carnivores and scavengers are about, the bacteria are presented with
aerobic conditions, especially if the carcass bleeds onto the surrounding soil. Then
the anthrax bacteria will be able to sporulate. Once each B. anthracis has depleted

8
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the locally available nutrients, it reacts to starvation by sporulating. In this manner
the environment is seeded or re-seeded with anthrax spores.
It seems that this process is more likely to take place in one location, but not
another. Where anthrax has been recently introduced, some sites o f introduction
may become endemic for the disease, while others yield few or no subsequent cases.
In places where anthrax as a disease predates written records, people have observed
specific fields or areas where anthrax occurs predictably if livestock gains access to
them. Names such as anthrax districts, damned fields and others can be found
through the centuries of literature about anthrax.
A search for commonalities among such locations in the literature reveals a
degree of consensus about which environmental factors influence the fate o f B.
anthracis, including soil, topological, climatic, and host factors and their
interactions. An American veterinary epidemiologist early this century, G. B. Van
Ness, described observational associations with high risk soil types and mapped
areas of North America which he and others thought to be at greater risk of anthrax
occurrence and reoccurrence (Van Ness, 1971).
With these collected observations, Van Ness postulated areas o f interaction
o f soil, topology, vegetation, and climate which he called "incubator areas". Such
areas were thought to provide conditions suitable for the presumed vegetative
growth of B. anthracis in soil and subsequent sporulation, and thereby to facilitate
spore concentration outside a living host. High-risk soil types described by Van
Ness are characterized by a high level o f calcium, a neutral to basic pH, adequate to
surplus nitrogen, and an alluvial origin to the upper soil horizons. As Van Ness

9
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continued his studies of anthrax in the U.S., he de-emphasized the role of calcium,
demoting it to one factor in the overall enriched environment of an incubator area,
and instead attributed the most important role to rotting vegetation.
While host-independent multiplication of anthrax in soil has not been
definitively dismissed, one can find little in the Western scientific literature at
present to support it. The following studies proceed under the assumption that there
is no vegetative cycle for anthrax outside a living host. And while Van Ness chose
to disregard calcium, others of his time did not. The types of soils that Van Ness
observed to be associated with a high risk of anthrax were known to Russian
scientists whose understanding of soil had the benefit o f Russian concepts of soil
genesis and classification (Burgasov et al., 1970). While Van Ness focused on the
process microscopically, others looked at it on a larger scale.
Dokuchaev developed the concept of chemozemic soil genesis during the
late nineteenth century (Dokuchaev, 1948). This was first introduced to the U.S. in
a series of lectures presented in 1928 at the U.S. Department o f Agriculture in
Washington DC by Curtis Fletcher Marbut (1863-1935). U.S. scientists were slow
to incorporate Russian soil concepts during this century, and soil scientists still hold
dissenting opinions about them. In any event, the Russian soil formation process
called chernozem is referred to in contemporary literature as the process of
calcification.
This process involves weak eluviation and the formation of secondary
calcium carbonate in subsoil horizons. Extremely calcareous geologic parent
materials can give rise to two related soil types by calcification. One of these types,

10
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the mollisols, provides the bread baskets of the world. The other, the aridisols, are
either oasis or desert. The difference in their productivity is usually due to climate.
Their commonality is having calcium as the dominant exchangeable cation in an
overall neutral to alkaline pH.
Russian contemporaries o f Van Ness reported the same patchy distribution
o f anthrax mortalities in the steppes as was seen in North America, but came to
different conclusions about the relative importance o f the environmental factors
involved. While the contributions to the literature, then and now, from Russian
sources are supportive of multiplication of anthrax outside of a living host, they
nonetheless remain focused on the association o f high anthrax mortalities with soils
high in calcium and above neutral pH. The Map o f Soils o f the World (Fanning and
Fanning, 1989) shows that Van Ness's high risk soil types are all contained within
the mollisol and aridisol soils of North America. More importantly for us, this is
also true in southern Africa, and specifically the KNP. While a global study to
determine whether higher anthrax mortalities are generally associated with aridisols
and mollisols is beyond the scope o f this work, this would be a logical and
worthwhile thing to do. Having identified a general soil type with a potentially
important parameters o f anthrax ecology, high calcium and alkaline pH, let us return
to the mechanisms through which they may act. Dragon and Rennie (1995)
modified the "incubator area" model by discounting a host-independent vegetative
growth cycle, and instead considered what role calcium might play to influence
spore concentration and germination after dormancy. The resulting model was
called a "concentrator area" (Dragon and Rennie, 1995, Gates et al., 1995).

II
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The "concentrator area" model is biologically plausible, as anthrax spores
are made more mobile within the aqueous phase o f soils by solutions with sufficient
concentrations of calcium ions at neutral to alkaline pH. The buoyant density o f the
spores along with a hydrophobic exosporium would allow them to be washed down
slopes away from carcasses to collect in shallow depressions in the local
topography. Further concentration o f the spores may occur via the general saline
concentration mechanism which occurs at the edges of shallow depressions with
variable water levels (Fanning and Fanning, 1989). Under this model, such
environmental factors concentrate spores to the levels necessary for an infective
dose to be ingested by animals, increasing the incidence o f disease. In addition to
concentrating spores, the environmental variables central to the model also have
direct physiological effects on spores that would increase incidence. Dragon and
Rennie (1995) convincingly illuminated the necessity o f sufficient available calcium
and neutral or higher pH for the effective germination and longevity o f anthrax
spores. An alkaline pH (greater than or equal to 7.0) is a necessity for the
calcification process of soil genesis to occur from parent materials as is a source of
calcium. These are the same requirements that we’ve identified as physiological
requirements for anthrax as an organism to remain viable.
So on the basis of this model, we may now state the first hypothesis. Is the
cumulative incidence of anthrax mortality in the KNP higher near soils with neutral
or higher pH and elevated levels o f calcium as the dominant exchangeable cation?
The concentrator area model contains many of the environmental factors taken into
account by other contemporary models of anthrax (Lindique et al., 1996, Vos and

12
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Bryden, 1996) but does not exclude other local factors used in the other models,
including seasonal/climatic cycles in rainfall and host factors. The role of
seasonal/climatic cycles of rainfall in the epidemiology of anthrax is not completely
clear. In some localities, including the KNP, very small amounts o f precipitation
appear to curtail anthrax epidemics altogether (Vos and Bryden, 1996). In others,
such as southern Texas, USA, precipitation is thought to precede or even exacerbate
them (Whitford, 1997), while in Etosha National Park, Namibia, the onset and finish
o f the rainy season appears to determine the host species affected (Lindeque and
Turnbull, 1994). Apparent associations between anthrax outbreaks and flood,
drought, and 10-year cycles of rainfall in the KNP have been observed. De Vos
(1990) and De Vos and Bryden (1996) have proposed that rainfall may act at a local
level, in one or more temporal cycles, and that it may influence the host and host
behavior. Further, there may be a protective effect associated with certain rainfall
cycles.
It was intended that climatological factors be included in this work. They
should be incorporated into the models developed here for a better understanding of
the ecological epidemiology of anthrax. The overwhelming task o f attributing any
effect to any environmental factors in a properly built and fit model precluded the
incorporation o f climatic factors into the models presented here in any other terms
than temporal variability. (This was necessary, perhaps ironically, because of time
constraints.) However, the variables used to absorb temporal variability are not
without merit or precedent and do account for a recognized effect even if they do so
without explaining the underlying process.

13
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Another abiotic factor dealt with in the concentrator area model, which is
common to most contemporary models of anthrax and is thought to interact with
climate and soil to effect concentration o f anthrax spores, is topography. This may
be expressed in terms of landscape effects, drainage patterns or hydrology,
depending on one's perspective. Dragon and Rennie (1995) and others emphasize
the importance of water and rainfall interaction with topographic features to cause
spore concentration in low-lying areas. These areas would include lower slopes,
bottom land, and in some cases the beds of creeks and rivers. To examine the effect
of topography, we may frame a second hypothesis. Is the cumulative incidence o f
anthrax mortality in the KNP higher near river beds or large areas of bottom land?
This leaves one other local effect to examine, which we would classify in
our framework as biotic: the anthrax host. Host factors in the epidemiology of
anthrax in wildlife and livestock have been studied relatively thoroughly (Lindeque
and Turnbull, 1994, Turnbull et al., 1991, Vos and Bryden, 1996, Fumiss and Hahn,
1981). The range of hosts susceptible to anthrax is incredibly broad, encompassing
all the mammals, while the list o f non-mammalian species known to be affected
continues to grow. In 1998 there was even a case report of fish becoming infected
with anthrax in China. Species susceptibility is thought to vary greatly, with canids
being the least susceptible and carnivores in general being relatively resistant to
infection.
The current consensus is that the most typical hosts for anthrax are members
of the order Artiodactyla, the true ungulates. Different species of ungulate affected
by anthrax in southern Africa are reported to have different susceptibilities

14
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and vulnerability. For the KNP, De Voss, Braack, and others theorize that ungulates
that regularly browse at less than medium heights and within the zone o f blow fly
habitat ( 1 - 3 meters) could be at greater risk of anthrax infection during an
epidemic than other animals, independently o f physiological
susceptibility. It has been documented that the housefly Musca domestica, the blow
flies, Lucilia cuprina, Chrysomia marginalis and albiceps which have fed on
anthrax carcasses deposit vomit and feces rich in anthrax spores on nearby
vegetation at less than medium browsing height. In theory, browsing animals could
ingest an infectious dose o f spores by eating such deposits in the vicinity o f an
anthrax carcass.
While the age o f the host is suspected of being a factor in susceptibility to
anthrax, it is not addressed in this study. The evidence presented for age-related
effects in the literature is not convincing, and controlling for age in this study was
not an option. What we do have is evidence from past studies to suggest that
species effects should be accounted for in an attempt to model the environmental
factors o f anthrax epidemiology.
From this comes the last o f our questions on the role of anthrax ecology.
Does host species affect the cumulative incidence of anthrax mortality? Is it
affected by the host animal's feeding behavior, such as the height at which it
browses? First we must formulate a proper approach to answering this question,
and evaluate the data available for study. This is done in Chapter 2.
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1.1.4 In Search of Causation
Answers to the above questions will tell us what environmental variables are
associated with differences in anthrax mortality. They will not tell us the causal
mechanisms through which they operate. The logical extension of the conceptual
model developed here is an epidemiological study which tests hypotheses about how
factors in the model influence anthrax mortality. The Scottish philosopher David
Hume said that observers cannot perceive causal connections, but can only perceive
a series o f events, and that proof is therefore impossible with empirical science
alone. Despite this gloomy view, epidemiologists live in hope that the correlations
they observe will one day reveal the chain of cause and effect behind the incidence
o f disease.
We should therefore measure the strengths o f correlations between variables
in an empirical model before we draw conclusions about cause. This study was
designed to determine which environmental factors should be studied to see if they
act as constraints on the distribution of anthrax genotypes. Although the
associations of environmental factors with anthrax genotypes lies well within that
portion of the map which says "Here Be Dragons", an exploration of these
associations is justified, as with cautious interpretation it may point the direction for
future research.
These investigations are intended to shed further light on the genetic factors
that have governed the origin, evolution and global distribution of anthrax, and to
provide a model for similar studies to be conducted in Asia. They test the
environmental factors common to modem conceptual models of anthrax
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epidemiology- to see whether any may have observable causal effects. And finally,
by combining the results of the first two investigations, they venture into the
uncharted waters of ties between anthrax genetic diversity and its environment. It is
hoped that these results and conclusions will form the basis o f further predictive
studies, and for risk assessment o f areas endemic for anthrax, and areas
not yet affected. These are applications which span the range o f current concerns
about anthrax, from its role in wildlife management to its potential use as a
biological weapon.
1.2 Aims, Goals, and Hypotheses
The greater aim o f these studies is to provide further insight into the origin,
the evolution, and the complex web o f causation of the disease anthrax. The results
and conclusions should help weigh some larger questions. Is southern Africa the
geographic origin of B. anthracisl Are the two distinct anthrax genotype groups
observed in southern Africa acting under the same 'bottlenecks', or constraints, or
are they acting in a fashion which would suggest independent associations to factors
in their environment? If so, what are those environmental factors, what is their
relationship to each of the two genotype groups? Do anthrax genotype groups
exhibit clustering within such environmental constraints? Pursuant to answering
these questions we have arrived, in the foregoing discussion, at the following
hypotheses, the testing of which constitutes this work.
Does the host animal’s species affect the cumulative incidence of anthrax
mortality in the KNP?
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Does the host animal's feeding behavior, for example browsing height, affect
the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP?
Does proximity to soil which has a neutral or higher pH and elevated levels
of calcium affect the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP?
Does proximity to river beds or large areas of bottom land affect the
cumulative incidence of anthrax mortality in the KNP?
Are anthrax isolates from the KNP clustered in time and space? Are they
clustered by genotype?
What are the values for pertinent environmental factors at the points of
anthrax genotype isolations and do they differ by genotype group?
Do anthrax genotype groups affect the cumulative incidence o f anthrax
mortality in the KNP?
1.3 Progression of the Work
I began to work on this project in August 1996. In addition to spearheading
the work outlined above, I was charged with manning and managing the Special
Pathogens Laboratory (SPL) in the Department of Epidemiology and Community
Health, School o f Veterinary Medicine, Louisiana State University. The SPL is a
biosafety level two laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Martin Hugh-Jones. I
came aboard at a time o f drastic change in the government regulations for handling
so-called Select Agents, o f which anthrax is one. The SPL has now developed and
implemented standard operating procedures for sanitation and approved activities to
meet or exceed government requirements.
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Most activities in the SPL revolve around DNA production. This has
systematically extended the work of Keim's laboratory to isolates of pathogenic
species from more areas around the world, and to more isolates from within certain
geographic areas, to gain spatial resolution o f genotype variation. The total number
o f isolates in the sample population now exceeds 500 and the structure of computed
dendrograms (phylogenetic trees) remains stable. I participated in this work by
growing, and first isolating when appropriate, B. anthracis cultures and performing
DNA extraction procedures in preparation for the AFLP analysis. I have generated
the DNA for roughly one half of the total sample population.
I was trained in the DNA extraction procedure at Los Alamos National
Laboratory by Paul Jackson and his staff. I gained further training at Northern
Arizona University under the direction o f Paul ECeim. This both helped prepare me
for innovative techniques employed in this work (described in the methods section
o f Chapter 3) and gave me further understanding o f the AFLP procedure and
molecular systematic algorithms and techniques used to generate phylogenetic trees
o f B. anthracis isolates. I did additional training and studies involving the growth of
Yersinia pestis isolates and plasmid DNA extraction procedures at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and in the SPL under the direction Emilio Garcia.
What time remained in my day was devoted to classes and learning the tools and
concepts necessary to implement the study presented here.
In the summer of 1997,1 made the first of two trips to southern Africa.
While in the KNP under the supervision o f Valarius De Vos and Nick Krick, I
gained experience in the clinical aspects and pathology o f anthrax by observing
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intentionally infected impala, and assisted in taking and processing post-mortem
samples and in carcass disposal. Conducting field work with Dr. De Vos in the
anthrax endemic regions o f the KNP gave me an appreciation and in-depth view of
the conceptual model of anthrax epidemiology for the park, and allowed me to
benefit from his decades o f experience, observations, and opinions about various
model components proposed in the literature. I was also able to travel to other areas
in southern Africa, including Kimberly, South Africa, and Mondo, Zimbabwe,
anthrax endemic areas where both wildlife and livestock are affected. I was able to
visit Maryke Henton at the Onderstepoort Vetemary Institute (OVI), and obtain
additional culture materials from the OVT archive. Dr. Henton also has decades of
experience working with anthrax as a microbiologist in the region's veterinary
diagnostic laboratory.
I returned from Africa with the following materials and data:
— 169 environmental samples (bone, hyena dung, and soil), with locations
recorded by GPS.
— 132 confirmed B. anthracis sub-cultures o f isolates from cases occurring
in the KNP; locality of carcass and date of aquisition recorded.
-- Geographic coordinates for 13 climate stations distributed throughout the
KNP and data for years 1965 to 1997.
-- Land form and soil type maps with associated soil composition (calcium
and pH) and slope classification (topology) data for the KNP.
-- Confirmation of 5 isolates o f B. anthracis from the KNP environmental
sample collection.
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—The geographic locations of carcasses for 9 B. anthracis isolates which
have already been classified to strain by Keim, et. al., in previous studies.
-- Confirmation o f the existence of anthrax mortality data, herd census data,
their content, and their spatiotemporal dimensions and resolutions.
During the fall o f 1997 and spring of 1998, 1 processed the environmental
samples from the KNP to screen them for the presence of anthrax spores and was
able to isolate cultures from 5 of the samples. The methodology used, while
traditional and established, suffers grossly from insensitivity. Interestingly, the
highest rate o f return was from hyena dung.
The focus then turned to the sub-cultures from the KNP archive. These
cultures had been lyophylized in Skukuza, South Africa, and needed to be re-grown.
In a few cases contaminants had to be fought off. I prepared DNA for genotypic
analysis on just over 100 anthrax isolates from all sources from the KNP.
In June, I took them to Flagstaff, Arizona for genotypic analysis, following
my general examination by my committee. The pilot genotyping of the KNP
isolates was accomplished despite my inexperience with molecular techniques, and
with the Iongsuffering patience of our collaborators at Northern Arizona University.
But the experience was something of a test for a newly developed procedure
(described in Chapter 3) derived from the AFLP procedure, the KNP collection
being a test set with known AFLP controls plus controls from the world reference
collection of isolates. I was also, in a way, a test case to see if people not yet too
familiar with the nuances of molecular techniques could be trained in the procedure.
Both tests were passed. Eventually.
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There was little time to map the isolate locations and the attributes of
genotypes and begin thinking about clustering techniques before I had to present
these results to an international congress in Berg-en-Dal, South Africa, in August,
and then to another in Plymouth, UK, in September. While in South Africa, I was
also able to negotiate for the remainder o f the data necessary to conduct these
studies, as proposed in my dissertation proposal to my committee and to the
National Parks Board governing the Scientific Services of the KNP. This data is
described in Chapter 2. During both of these meetings I was able to discuss the
plausibility of these studies with many of the people that appear as references in the
bibliography. This was a tremendously beneficial experience for me personally and
professionally.
Among the feedback I received concerning my dissertation proposal was a
written endorsement from two respected members o f the Stavropol Antiplague
Research Institute in Stavropol, Russia. Encouraged, I proceeded to assemble data
sets and prepare for analysis and await a confirmation re-run of the genotype
analysis from the KNP isolates. While investigating specific techniques appropriate
to answer the questions posed in this study with the kind of data available, I became
aware of both a need and an opportunity' to learn more about spatial and
spatiotemporal clustering methods in epidemiology. In December 1998 I attended a
conference on these techniques at Massey University in New Zealand. This has
contributed greatly not only to this study, but to my understanding of spatiotemporal
processes. The brief amount o f time since then has been spent in computation,
analysis, consultation and writing.
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CHAPTER 2. AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF ANTHRAX IN THE KRUGER
NATIONAL PARK
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1 we developed a conceptual model for the ecological
epidemiology o f anthrax through a review of the literature. We followed the
anthrax trails o f North America, Russia and the southern African veld starting from
the beginning o f this century and assembled their common biologically plausible
elements into hypotheses we now wish to test. We also identified a potential global
trend o f association between anthrax endemic areas and aridisol andmollisol soils
which points to future work.
Within our conceptual model we defined the ecological framework for
anthrax as the pathogen and its environment. We partitioned the ecological
framework into biotic and abiotic factors that may influence the rate of anthrax
mortality. Among the biotic factors we singled out two levels of classification o f
interest. One is the species level itself and the other is a grouping based on a
theorized high risk dietary behavioral trait. From these considerations we derived
the first o f our questions to be addressed in this chapter. Is there an effect on
mortality rate by individual species and by whether or not the animal is a low
browsing species. In effect, we are considering if there is reason to suspect
confounding by these effects in a study o f the incidence o f anthrax mortalities.
Among the abiotic factors we singled out three for attention: soil,
topography, and climate. For purposes o f discussion and model building, let us re
classify these into spatial and temporal effects. Within the spatial effects, we will
examine proximity to elevated calcium and neutral to alkaline pH soils, proximity to
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rivers, and proximity to areas o f low and bottom slope. This list describes our
effects o f interest in this study. Temporal effects, as was discussed in Chapter I,
will o f necessity be accounted for in only a limited way. The size and scope o f that
work would certainly not be smaller than what we are undertaking here.
With hypotheses in hand, we must now focus on the raw data available and
the most appropriate tools to best apply our hypothetical templates for fit. The raw'
data is described in detail later. But for our working data set what we have is
commonly referred to as area data or count data. To our advantage, the data
aggregation level is over relatively small and somewhat uniform areas, which are
contiguous. The study area can be considered a closed system with regard to
immigration and emigration o f host animals because it is entirely fenced While the
span of time over all of the data available is from 1959 to 1997, the period of 1984
to 1994 was selected for study on the basis of completeness and consistency o f
methods o f data collection in the KNP. Further, the time period spans 6 non
epidemic and 5 epidemic years o f observations. In any event, what we have is
summary population data by species for each area, referred to hereafter as
compartments, for each of eleven years. Corresponding to this we also have a
record of anthrax cases by species for each compartment for the same time period.
Our factors o f interest to be examine for effect are not uniform over the geographic
division o f compartments (our unit of observation) and we therefore are unable to
assign exposure status directly to our population as individuals. This fact affects the
avenue of approach to our study’s design and the analytical methods available to us.
So, also, will it affect the conclusions which we may take with us from this exercise.
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The epidemiological study design of choice when faced with our constraints is an
ecological study.
Let us examine the advantages and limitations of this study design.
Ecological study designs have been in use for more than a century. Hal
Morgenstem (1998) points out that since 1980, though, there has been a great deal
of attention focused on the statistical methods and the issue of causal inference in
the use of ecological study designs in epidemiology. The specter which Selvin
(Selvin, 1958) first defined as the ^ecological fallacy" will loom omnipresent in this
chapter, so it is best to come to terms with him now. The ecological fallacy is the
failure of a calculated ecological effect to reflect the biological effect at the
individual level.
In reality our study design is only a partially ecological analysis. We do
have information on the joint distribution o f species within compartments (in
counts, not percentages) and this is reassuring. In fact, if we briefly examine the
methods of data collection used for both our population and case data we will find
that they are the results of a yearly survey of a population that is large and diverse
enough so that we can choose to aggregate over an arbitrary boundary, in our case,
compartments. The raw population data is provided yearly with counts of
individuals and their geographic location recorded very precisely. The cases were
reported upon detection with geographic location recorded to the nearest two
kilometers. It is because o f the time interval imposed (the yearly population survey)
and the logical assumptions concerning animal movements that we must aggregate
this data set at all. If we then define and assemble our analytical model in a
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thoughtful fashion, carefully defining our exposures we may legitimately re
aggregate this data from compartment levels. So while our level o f analysis on the
whole is at the compartment level, we do have vision within our unit of observation.
Morganstein (1998) refers to this type of ecological analytical method as a
multilevel analysis. These distinctions are important to us because we are
controlling for contextual effects in our study as well as using them later when we
begin building our model in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 will extend the models to be
developed here to a multilevel hybrid design which will include anthrax genotype
effects. What we must first grapple with is the level of inference that we desire for
our effects o f interest versus what we may legitimately allow ourselves to say with
results from our data in-hand. These issues that we must deal with are not merely
statistical and by no means trivial.
To restate these issues in a question, are we attempting to make biological
inferences (individual risks), or are we attempting to make ecological inferences
(group rates)? If our aim is to estimate a coefficient o f biologic effect for our
factors of interest then we must be aware that in addition to the usual sources o f bias
inherent in individual-level analyses we must add to that the unknown and
unaccounted for heterogeneity o f exposure level and covariate levels within our
groups. For this reason, cross-level inferences are known to be particularly
susceptible to the ecological fallacy and we have pitched our questions to be
answered in terms of ecological effects. In essence, the ecological fallacy is the
failure o f an expected ecological effect estimate to reflect the biologic effect at the
individual level. Our vulnerabilities can probably best be revealed in an
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examination o f how we will define our exposures and therefore our covariate
patterns. These vulnerabilities will be discussed throughout as we proceed with this
exercise and this discussion has been in part to set an appropriate tone o f gravity and
sobriety for our model building. But some more specific discussion of what our
study will and w on't be able to control for is appropriate here.
We will not be able to account for any confounding in our effect estimations
by the age or gender character in our population. In our review of anthrax literature
there are indications given by De Voss (1995) that there may be an age dependant
difference in species susceptibility. Our population data does not consistently
record age of species and further is subject to a sampling bias itself in that juvenile
animals of many species are more difficult to visualize and account for. The same
is true for gender with additional reports from Dragon and Rennie (1995) that there
may be a gender dependant difference in species susceptibility to anthrax as well.
While these are interesting and important issues to be addressed, we are unable to
examine them in this study or even to account for them. But in our own defense, we
are asking more basic and larger questions in this study that must be addressed first
or at best simultaneously with those of age and gender effects within species.
In contemplation of the sources of confounding in our study species is the
first to present itself, and we have accounted for this. We will assume that the
diagnostic procedures performed to confirm that our cases are indeed anthrax were
flawless, which we know to be untrue. However, the veterinarians and staff o f the
KNP Scientific Services laboratory have literally decades o f experience working
with clinical cases o f anthrax in wildlife and confirming the diagnosis in the
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laboratory. This assumption we will consider arguably reasonable for our purposes.
But what o f systematic error in our methods o f case reporting? Smaller species
which have died o f anthrax are logically more difficult to visualize in the landscape
and the carcasses will not be even reasonably intact shortly after death because o f
scavengers. Therefore the usual field trick o f Iooking-for-the-vultures to assist in
carcass spotting will be short lived. Later in this study we will develop a logical
index of relative species "spot-ability” and simulate the effect o f under reporting
species by their relative sizes, examining the effects on our parameter estimates and
model fit. But what of mis-classification o f our exposures? We will carefully
define our exposure classification in the methods section later, but for now let’s
think about the general concepts with which we will be dealing.
Our hypotheses of spatial ecological effects all involve the concept of
proximity to a feature of interest. To classify our population as exposed or
unexposed to a factor we must commit ourselves to a logical and defensible
definition o f just what being in proximity to a feature really means. Above we
decided to aggregate our survey data to the level of compartment so we are therefore
committed to define our exposures in relation to those compartments in some way.
Later we will use G1S software and maps o f the KNP compartments and our features
of interest to select those compartments which we have classified as exposed using
our definition o f proximity. Why we will choose to classify our exposures in this
manor, rather than seeking summary values o f our ecological factors across
compartments requires the introduction o f some spatial analytical, or clustering,
concepts and terms.
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Spatial autocorrelation in epidemiological data is problematic and is ignored
by some and the focus o f others (Sokal and Thomson, 1987, Boyd and Richerson,
1983, Epperson, 1994, Pfeiffer, 1998). It is useful to think of spatial autocorrelation
as a source of confounding when we do not take into account the tendency o f our
data to cluster geographically. In our case we need to be aware that spatial
processes of first and second order may be present within our data and affect our
results. The more common approaches to dealing with this in a situation like ours is
to define and include a term in our model to account for this effect. This term,
depending on the method o f definition may be referred to as a spatial lag, spatial
weight, or autocorrelation term and a number o f methods are offered in the
literature to derive them. Another approach is some type of smoothing algorithm
for area disease rate such as that of Bayes (Pfeiffer, 1998). All o f these approaches
have their relative advantages and limitations and it is not our point here to review
them. Rather, we have introduced them in order to use the concept o f spatial lags to
define our exposures (proximity to features) in the same manor as we would a
spatial lag term. By doing this we eliminate the need to account for spatial
processes in a separate lag term in our model for each compartment in our study.
Additionally, we avoid the entrapment of formulating and defending definitions of
summary measures of our covariates for each compartment. This advantage is not
small, for as has been pointed out earlier, our ecological factors are not
homogeneous over our units of observation and additionally, parameter reduction
where logical is good modeling practice. What is more, is we have introduced the
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concept of clustering to our study o f anthrax mortalities which will play a more
dominant role in our later investigations.
To return again to our workbench, it is time to choose a method of
estimating the rate o f anthrax mortality in each of what will be our covariate groups.
Because of the fact that anthrax is in reality a rare disease occurrence and that the
ungulate population o f the KNP (of which all of our study population species are) is
extremely large and reasonably stable over time, we will argue that we need only
calculate a simple cumulative incidence or incidence rate (cases/population-time)
for the total animal-time within covariate groups within our time intervals. For us
this time interval is one year. But we have just mentioned a key feature o f anthrax
that will help to lead us to our method of parameter estimation and case prediction.
The key is that in reality, anthrax is a rare disease despite the appearance of
seemingly high rates o f mortality during an epidemic.
Investigations employing ecological study designs for infectious or rare
diseases frequently use Poisson regression for parameter estimation (Marshall,
1991, Pfeiffer, 1998). In short, Poisson regression will allow us to visualize our
model as the distribution of cell counts in a multiway contingency table. Using
Poisson regression we are assuming that our response variable follows a Poisson
distribution, an assumption which we will need to examine in our data. The Poisson
distribution dictates an oddity which will contribute to one our global measures of
model fit, and that is the mean and variance of a random variable from a Poisson
distribution are equal. Therefore, by dividing the residual deviance from our model
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by the degrees o f freedom afforded us by our covariate patterns assembled, we may
expect that the result should be close to one if the model fit is reasonable.
Having outlined the major elements and issues involved with our data and
having stoked the fires o f causal inference theory let us briefly outline the sequence
o f model building steps as we shall perform them. After looking at descriptive
statistics o f our data and examining chloropleth maps o f exposure and response
variables over the study area, we will commit to a specific definition o f proximity
for our exposures and begin modeling with the confounder of species. We will then
include the other a priori hypotheses of spatial ecological effect factors and
examine the appropriateness o f our theorized high risk dietary behavior o f strict low
browsing. We will then include terms in the model to account for temporal
variability. After focusing on regression diagnostics as they pertain to our model we
will develop our simulation o f small species under-reporting and examine its effects
on our results and conclusions.
2.2 Materials and Methods
The study area is the KNP, an elongated conservation area consisting of
almost two million hectares o f subtropical savanna woodland between 20° 19' to
25°32' latitude south and 31°0' to 32°0' longitude east, situated in the north-eastern
most comer of the Republic o f South Africa (see Figure 2.2.1). The eastern border
o f the park adjoins Mozambique, the northern border Zimbabwe. The entire area is
fenced with game-proof fencing and also adjoins commercial farms, traditional
communal grazing areas, and private nature reserves. The KNP contains
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approximately 2300 kg o f biomass o f large mammals per square km, made up o f 20
different species.
The study population is a subset of 15 ungulate species drawn from the
wildlife endemic to the study area for which there has been at least one case o f
anthrax diagnosed during the study period from 1984 to 1994. The method o f data
collection for population data is by annual census and has been described previously
(Viljoen, 1996). In brief, the annual census in the KNP is conducted by fixed wing
aircraft using trained spotters who systematically record animal species, numbers
and geographic positions. Geographic positions are recorded with a Global
Positioning System device and all information is recorded in digital format. The
census data was distributed for our study as separate database files for each year.
A case is defined as a diagnosis of anthrax mortality in one of the 15 species
listed above as recorded in the records of the KNP Scientific Services. A diagnosis
o f anthrax mortality is based upon the following being true: 1) clinical signs o f
anthrax were evident from the carcass, i.e., sudden death and hemorrhage from
mucus membranes; 2) anthrax organisms present on stained blood smears; and 3)
isolation of B. anthracis from carcass tissues or exudates. Confirmed cases are
recorded and maintained in a database. The raw case records were distributed for
our study in database files grouped by arbitrary time periods. The KNP is patrolled
routinely, methodically and regularly by numerous staff o f professional level, but
never more so than when the park is experiencing an anthrax epidemic. The density
o f roads throughout the park, both surfaced and unimproved, make access to even
the remotest areas feasible for anthrax carcass spotting. And because o f shear
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human density and activity throughout the Park at all times, both staff and tourist,
acute mortalities of any number in most species will be noticed and investigated,
regardless of location.
Both the population database files and anthrax mortality files were handled
in much the same manor. In brief, data files were combined to make two large files
o f population and mortality. The two files were then aggregated on the basis of
species, compartment and year. The intersection of the population and mortality
data sets resulted in a single data set with 9706 observations and 49 missing cells.
The missing cells were absent population data. These missing population figures
were filled with a moving average o f the population for that species, in that
compartment spanning a two year internal. Error checking o f the data integrity was
performed throughout all procedures, but specifically prior to each data aggregation
step the data was systematically checked for validity. This was facilitated for
geographic accuracy by multiple geographic references within most o f the
observations. Data set manipulations were performed in Visual Dbase, SAS, and
SPSS software. The data set was further collapsed on the basis o f covariate patterns
during model building prior to analysis by the same methods.
The raw data from which we will derive two of our spatial ecologic
exposures, proximity to high calcium and pH and proximity to bottom land areas,
was collected previously (Ventor, 1990). Land type maps (1:250,000) were
produced from literature, maps, landsat images and aerial photography. Within
each land type, local topography, soil survey, and numerous other parameters were
observed, measured, characterized and recorded during an extensive field survey.
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Figure 2.2.1 KNP locator map.
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Figure 2.2.2 KNP census boundaries.
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Table 2.2.1 Species information.
Scientific Name

Common Name

Animal-Years

Total
Cases

Syncerus caffer

Buffalo

171985

444

Tragelciphus oryx

Eland

8397

12

Equus burchelli

Burchell's Zebra

90407

•*>

Alcelaphas buselaphus

Lichtenstein's Hartebeest

4805

10

Tragelaphiis angasii

Nyala

2509

69

Loxodonta africana

Elephant

68105

17

Aepvceros melampus

Impala

1301569

308

Hippotragiis niger

Sable Antelope

17073

5

Phacochoerus aethiopicus

Warthog

27946

7

Connochaetes taurinus

Blue Wildebeest

136355

21

Tragelaphiis slreptosiceros

Kudu

73616

754

Giraffa Camelopardalis

Giraffe

54180

8

Hippotragiis equiniis

Roan Antelope

2352

6

Raphicerus campestris

Steenbock

8748

8

Kobus ellipsiprymnus

Waterbuck

32024

89

Totals

2000071

1761
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Table 2.2.2 Species traits.
Low

High

Low

High

wt. kg.

wt. kg

ht. cm

ht. cm

Buffalo

425

870

135

170

Grazer

Eland

340

942

125

183

Mixed

Burchell's Zebra

175

322

127

140

Grazer

Lichtenstein's Hartebeest

116

171

107

120

Grazer

Nyala

55

125

92

106

Low Browser

Elephant

3000

5000

300

400

Mixed

Impala

40

76

70

92

Mixed

Sable Antelope

204

263

117

140

Mixed

Warthog

65

85

65

84

Grazer

Blue Wildebeest

200

274

117

138

Grazer

Kudu

170

275

121

135

Low Browser

Giraffe

700

1100

400

550

High Browser

Roan Antelope

223

300

126

145

Mixed

Steenbock

9

13

45

60

Mixed

Waterbuck

161

262

119

127

Mixed

Common Name

Dietary Traits
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At representative sample sites observations o f topography were measured by
inclinometer and hill slope classes recorded consisting o f crest, scarp, mid-slope,
foot slope, and bottom land. The area represented by each was recorded also.
Representative samples for soil types were collected by soil auger. Chemical
analysis o f soils samples was completed by emission spectroscopy and soil pH was
measured by a Beckman digital pH-meter in a 1:2.5 soiliwater suspension. Soil
calcium is reported as average milli-equivalents per kg o f soil. GIS vector files of
land type boundaries within the KNP and the described attributes were recorded of
each o f the land type units by entering the attribute value for the corresponding soil
type recorded by analysis by Ventor (1990). GIS vector files o f the location and
extent o f the rivers in the KNP were also obtained and provide the basis for
derivation o f our third spatial ecologic effect of interest, proximity to river.
For our hypothesized effect o f high risk dietary behavioral traits we will
classify our study population into strict low browsers and others in a bi-variate
variable (Estes, 1991).
Exposure status of the study population over the three spatial ecologic
factors is assigned by compartment in bi-variate variables. Rationale for this
approach is developed in the introduction o f this chapter. A compartment is
considered exposed to an ecologic factor when it is determined that the
compartment is in proximity to it. A compartment is considered to be in proximity
to a feature when the feature lies within the compartment’s geographic boundaries
or is immediately adjacent to them, meaning the measurable distance from the
feature is 0. Proximity and exposure status of compartments was determined using
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the GIS vector files described above and manipulated in the software program
ArcView 3.1. Using the definitions o f our three spatial ecologic factors o f interest
below, the corresponding attributes o f the mapped features are selected by query for
a detennination o f their proximity to compartments. Those compartments which
are determined to be of distance 0 from the selected attributes just described are
then considered exposed, while the unselected compartments are unexposed. The
results are then noted and bi-variate variables created for analysis using the
statistical software program SAS.
Elevated, or excessive calcium in a soil is defined for our study as equal to
or greater than 150 me of calcium /kg o f soil. This is a near median value for the
soils of the KNP, is based on observations by Van Ness (1959), and presents itself as
a logical break with examination o f the map o f calcium distribution in the KNP,
seen above.
Neutral or greater pH in a soil is defined for our study as greater than or
equal to 7.00. This is based on the anthrax literature as was developed in Chapter 1.
Rivers are defined by those recorded and considered as rivers officially by
the KNP. By first hand knowledge and the observations of Ventor (1990) we know
that these include both perineal and seasonal water flows and vary widely in size
and average water flow. From the anthrax literature we found little guidance for
further classification but frequent observation of empirical correlation. Dr. De Voss
has speculated on rate of water flow as a key factor in spore concentration (personal
comm.). But for our purposes, we will include proximity to any river in the KNP as
an exposure.
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Figure 2.2.3 KNP map of total anthrax cases per compartment.
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Figure 2.2.4 KNP map o f total population time observed.
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Figure 2.2.5 KNP land type boundaries map.
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Figure2.2.6 KNP Ca map.
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Figure 2.2.7 KNP soil pH map.
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Figure 2.2.8 KNP map of percent area in foot slope and bottom land.
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Figure 2.2.9 KNP river map.
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Exposure for our last spatial ecologic factor of interest is defined as being in
proximity to a land type that has greater than or equal to 50 percent o f its area in
foot slope and bottom as determined from the categorization by Ventor (1990).
Temporal variability is accounted for in our model by first classifying our
years o f observation into epidemic and non-epidemic years. An epidemic year is
defined as one which has greater than one case record of anthrax for a member of
the study population. From our records we classify the years 1984 through 1989 as
non-epidemic. Each of the epidemic years time periods will stand alone and thus
we create 6 bi-variate variables to account for the years 1984 to 1989, 1990, 1991,
1992, 1993, and 1994.
We will use a Poisson regression model to estimate parameters of adjusted
rate ratios for each o f the confounders and covariates described above with 95%
confidence intervals. Predicted values o f the dependent variable (cases) over the
covariate patterns defined by models will be examined when appropriate. The
method of estimation used is the Maximum Likelihood (ML). Calculations are
performed using the SAS software Proc Genmod procedure. The count variable
cases is set as the dependent variable in the model specification. The natural log of
the population count is then specified as an offset for the regression calculation
producing a rate. The Poisson distribution is specified as a model option. For us,
regressors are specified as bi-variate variables corresponding to exposed and
unexposed and factored in the case of the confounder species where 15 species are
coded into 14 dummy variables.
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The statistical models examined in this study are intended to be a family,
reflecting the progression o f our model building exercise. Here we will list the
members o f that family in statistical notation after having shown the general form o f
the model for Poisson regression and the general rationale for parameter estimation.
For a population, p, with the count of cases, Y, the adjusted rate ratio, RR, is
calculated, R R =

where, the expected value o f Y, E(Y),

E (Y ) = In(p) A. and, In/. = a + (3X where x is a binomial variable for the
effect o f interest. Now more specifically, for our family of models,

Model I. Species crude rate ratios for 15 species factored with 14 dummy
variables. The data set is aggregated over species, compartment and year.

InA. = a + 2 > k u k w ith 4

= {^Lnvise k = 1 . 2 . . . , 14

k=1

Model 2. Species rate ratios adjusted for proximity to spatial ecologic effect
factors high calcium alkaline pH soils, C, rivers, R, and large areas of bottom land,
T. The data set is aggregated over species, compartment and year.
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InA = a +

Xa kSk + PC + 6 R + yT with C

R, T = (iSJvu

k=1

Model 3. Adjusted rate ratios for low browsing behavior, B, proximity to
high calcium alkaline pH soils, C, and six temporal variability terms coded in 5
dummy variables, P. The data set has been re-aggregated over the covariate pattern
defined by the model.

5

InA. = a +

Xa kPk + 7tB+ (3C with B ,C

= {(‘

k=1

This model will be our primary focus in this study. We will examine if low
browsing behavior is necessary to our model with global model indicators and by
comparing parameter estimates of Model 3 to results o f a model with no low
browser term. Regression diagnostic procedures are performed on this model and
poorly fit covariate patterns examined. A new model fit is accessed and compared
on the basis o f deletion o f the poorly fit covariate patterns.
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Figure 2.2.9. Plot o f log height versus log weight of study population species.
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Model 4. Adjusted rate ratios as per Model 3, but using a simulated data set
adjusted for the relative species size. In order to examine the effects o f under
reporting o f smaller species which are more difficult to see we must first develop a
logical index of relative species ‘‘spot-ability’’ and use it to adjust the observations
in our data. To this end, we have examined plots o f height and weight
characteristics of the species and postulated a relative scale o f height-weight
products ranging from steen bocks (smallest) to elephants (largest) (see Figure
2.2.9).
To make this relative scale referent to elephants (being the easiest to spot),
we calculate the percent difference of the height weight products with respect to
elephants for the other animals. At this point our scale appears to be o f the proper
proportions between species, but we will add a common sense multiplier o f 100 to
adjust our scale so that the index for kudu is near one. The logic in this is that the
size o f a kudu is then set as a lower limit of our "spot-abilitV' index. This index can
then be used as a multiplier for the species smaller than kudu and the resulting
number of cases observed in our data set adjusted upwards by a percentage, i.e., our
index. With this simulated data set our model calculations are then repeated and the
results compared for effect. This will also give us an indication of the robustness o f
our model.
Regression diagnostic procedures, model fit and examination methodology
used for the models listed above will follow those methods established for Poissson
and logistic regression models in epidemiology (Kleinbaum et a i, 1998, Hosmer
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and Lemeshow, 1989, Neter et al., 1996). Briefly, for the calculated parameters
presented,

AXf = ^

2.3 Results
The results are presented as a series of tables and figures o f the model fit
parameters, model parameter estimates and confidence intervals, with comparisons
and diagnostics where appropriate endeavoring to answer the questions developed
thus far in the introduction. Our first step is an examination of the assumption that
anthrax cases follow a Poisson distribution (see figure 2.3.1).
Figure 2.3.1 shows us that our response variable (anthrax cases) display a
reasonable linear trend when plotted against what would be expected from a random
variable with a Poisson distribution. We can therefore proceed with our modeling
knowing that our o f assumption of distribution is reasonably met.
We will next proceed to fit a model o f the crude rate ratios o f our 15 species
in the study. The parameters o f global fit (see Table 2.3.1) show us that there is a
large deviance in the model. Our assumption of distribution looks good, as
measured by the ratio of deviance to degrees of freedom which is near to one.
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Table 2.3.1 Model fit parameters for Model 1.
Model

Deviance

Pearson Chi-sq.

LL

Df

Dev./Df

1
14428.829
232772.327
-3203.289
1.4
9690
Table 2.3.2 Parameter estimations with 95% confidence intervals for W. odel I.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Buffalo

0.92914

0.73998

1.1666

Eland

0.50615

0.27702

0.9248

Zebra

0.01194

0.00378

0.0377

Hartebeest

0.68412

0.35583

1.3153

Nyala

9.16774

6.69461

12.5545

Elephant

0.08984

0.05348

0.1509

Impala

0.08517

0.06727

0.1078

Sable

0.10525

0.04276

0.2591

Warthog

0.09015

0.04177

0.1946

Wildebeest

0.05543

0.03445

0.0892

Kudu

3.68626

2.95925

4.5919

Giraffe

0.05314

0.02578

0.1096

Roan

0.84358

0.36906

1.9282

Steen bock

0.32912

0.15965

0.6785

Waterbuck

1
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Table 2.3.3 Model fit parameters for Model 2.
Model

Pearson Chi-sq.

Deviance

LL

Df

Dev./Df

2

12475.816
133455.552
-2226.782
9688
1.2
Table 2.3.A Parameter estimations with 95% confidence intervals for M[ode I 2.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Buffalo

0.756

0.602

0.949

Eland

0.313

0.171

0.571

Zebra

0.011

0.004

0.036

Hartebeest

0.778

0.405

1.497

Nyala

5.980

4.364

8.196

Elephant

0.082

0.049

0.137

Impala

0.109

0.086

0.139

Sable

0.098

0.040

0.242

Warthog

0.101

0.047

0.218

Wildebeest

0.090

0.056

0.144

Kudu

4.274

3.431

5.324

Giraffe

0.082

0.040

0.168

Roan

0.563

0.246

1.287

Steenbock

0.342

0.166

0.705

Waterbuck

i

Prox. to Ca and

297.238

123.484

715.481

Prox. to Rivers

0.539

0.461

0.630

Prox. to Lowlands

0.919

0.836

1.010

pH
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From the parameter estimates for each species (see Table 2.3.2) we can see
that all species but two appear to have the same rate ratio as the reference species,
Waterbuck. Because there are differences among species, perhaps three separate
levels o f risk for Nyala, Kudu, and all others, we will retain the classification
scheme for species as we move on to model two, as planned. A quick reference to
Table 2.2.2 will show that Nyala and Kudu are strictly browsing species, who
browse at mid to low heights only, which is interesting as regards our hypothesis of
high risk dietary behaviors.

Let’s now look at Model 2, which has our species

level and our three spatial ecological effects o f interest as covariates. Our interest
in this model is to determine which if any o f the parameters of spatial effects
contribute information and explain deviance. We are also interested in what the
parameter estimates themselves are and what effect the spatial ecological effect
terms may have had on the estimates o f species effects from our previous model.
The model fit statistics indicate that we have reduced the deviance from Model I
and our deviance to degrees o f freedom ratio is still reasonable (see Table 2.3.3).
From the parameter estimates and their span of confidence intervals (see
Table 2.3.4) we can see that our species have narrowed into what looks like two
groups, low browsers and all others. For further modeling we will collapse the
classification o f species into low browsers (Nyala and Kudu) and all other species.
Based on the parameter estimates and confidence intervals of the two spatial effects
terms proximity to rivers and proximity to bottom lands, we will not include them in
the next modeling steps. We will discuss these terms further in our conclusions.
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Table 2.3.5 Model fit parameters for Model 3a and 3b.
Model

Deviance

Pearson Chi-sq.

LL

Df

Dev./Df

3a

80.354

72.313

9099.261

16

5.0

45.878
29.172
8769.470
3b
14
1.1
Table 2.3.6 Parameter estimations with 95% confidence interva s for Model 3 a.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Strict Low

28.50

25.95

31.31

331.36

137.74

797.14

1990

3.34e+09

1.47e+09

7.61e+09

1991

8.53e+l 1

7.01e+l 1

1.04e+12

1992

I.40e+10

8.60e+09

2.28e+l0

1993

1.78e-H I

I.40e+ ll

2.28e+ll

1994

l.5 1 e+ ll

1.51e+ll

1.51e+ll

Browser
Prox. to Ca and
pH
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Table 2.3.7 Difference o f fit for Model 3a and model with no Low Browser Term.
Model

Deviance

Degrees of Freedom

Model 3a

80.354

16

With no Browser Term

3473.648

5

Difference
3357.294
11
Table 2.3.8 Comparison of Model 3a and model with no Low Browser Term.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 3a

No Browser

Rate Ratio

Effect
Prox. to Ca and

331.36

345.68

4.32

1990

3.34e+09

4.97e+09

48.57

1991

8.53e+I I

l.23e+12

44.73

1992

l.40e+10

1.78e+10

27.43

1993

1.78e+ll

2.15e+ll

20.42

1994

1.51e+ll

1.83e-M 1

20.79

pH
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Proximity to high calcium and alkaline pH soils, however, will certainly be kept as a
modeling term.
Let's now look at the model we have been developing, Model 3, shown in
Table 2.3.5 as Model 3a. In this model we have 7 terms and 24 covariate patterns.
Prior to analysis the data set was re-aggregated from compartment by year to the
covariate pattern of the model. The deviance of this model has been reduced
substantially from the previous two models with inclusion o f terms to account for
temporal variability (see also Table 2.3.6). Understandably, the coefficients of the
temporal terms in the model, the rate ratios of the epidemic years compared to all
non-epidemic years, are quite large. We will return shortly to Table 2.3.5 to discuss
Model 3b, unmentioned until now, but first let’s examine the parameter estimates
and confidence intervals of Model 3a. Clearly, terms 1990 through 1994 dominate
the results in shear size. But proximity to high calcium alkaline pH soils is certainly
not small. Our term for low browsing behavior while undoubtedly real, is relatively
small in light o f the other effects o f the model. We would like to know if it is
necessary to include a low browser term to explain the deviance in the model,
though, and to this end we need to compare the model fit statistics and parameter
estimates o f Model 3 with a model with no low browser term included. The results
of this comparison are shown in Table 2.3.8 and Table 2.3.9 and discussed in the
conclusions.
Let us turn our attention to a plot of regression diagnostic values calculated
for Model 3a (see figure 2.3.2). What we see here, is the effect on our model
parameters, as shown by delta beta, delta chi-square, and delta deviance, as each
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observation is removed from the model. Where values of parameters are extreme,
our model fit is likely to be poor. Ideally, if our model is perfectly fit, there would
be a central tendency across the predicted values o f our data set. In figure 2.3.2, we
can obviously see a o f point extreme values and the covariate patterns
corresponding to these points are presented (see Table 2.3.9). In this table we can
also see the magnitude o f departure from our model, and further examination can
even yield insights to the underlying process of disease, which we will discuss more
in our conclusions.
Recommended procedure in a situation such as we find ourselves here, with
two poorly fit covariate patterns in our data, is to delete them from our data set and
recalculate our model fit statistics and parameter estimates (here called Model 3b)
and compare them to our original model (see Table 2.3.10 and Table 2.3.11).
Finally, we compare Models 3a and 3b to two analogous models (Model 4a
and 4b) developed from our simulated data set to access the effect o f under
reporting of small species (see Table 2.3.12, Table2.3.13, Table 2.3.14, and Table
2.3.15). In the same manor as before we have developed tables showing the effects
by comparisons of model fit statistics and model parameter estimates.
2.4. Conclusions
We can now bring our hypotheses together with our results for interpretation
and draw conclusions to see what answers we have produced to address our
questions. The first o f these is the question o f species level classification and rate
o f anthrax mortalities. Closely related to this is the issue o f our theorized high risk
dietary behavior, low browsing.
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Table 2.3.9 Covariate patterns o f model 3a with extreme delta beta values.
Low

Prox.

Year

Obser.

Pred.

Delta

Delta

Delta

Total

Brwsr

Ca/pH

1994

Cases

Cases

Beta

Dev.

Chi-sq

pop.yr.

1

1

1

8

40

-19.60

38.34

25.66

1019

0

1

1

97

66

-12.09

12.19

13.93

48256

a;
03

E

Param eter

2

CO
CL

D Delta Chi-sq.
03

O)
c
CO
J=
O

D Delta Deviance
° Delta Beta

Natural log of predicted anthrax c a se s

Figure 2.3.2 Plot o f delta beta, delta deviance, and delta chi-square.
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Table 2.3.10 Difference o f fit for Model 3a and Model 3b.
Model

Deviance

Degrees of Freedom

Model 3a

80.354

16

Model 3b

29.172

14

2
51.182
Difference
Table 2.3.11 Comparison of parameter estimates for Model 3a and Model 3b.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 3a

Model 3b

Rate Ratio

28.50

30.76

7.93

331.36

508.90

53.58

1990

3.34e+09

3.50e+09

4.62

1991

8.53e+l 1

8.93e+ll

4.74

1992

1.40e+10

1.48e+10

5.34

1993

1.78e+ll

1.88e+ll

5.69

1994

1.5le-H 1

1.26e+l2

735.16

Strict Low
Browser
Prox. to Ca and
pH
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Table 2.3.12 Model fit parameters for Models 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b.
Model

Deviance

Pearson Chi-sq.

LL

Df

Dev./Df

3a

80.354

72.313

9099.261

16

5.0

4a

82.260

73.567

9161.799

16

5.14

3b

29.172

45.878

8769.470

14

1.1

23.864
28.944
4b
8822.949
1.7
14
Table 2.3.1 3 Comparison o f parameter estimtes for Model 3a and Moc el 4a.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 3a

Model 4a

Rate Ratio

28.50

28.19

1.09

Prox. to Ca & pH

331.36

333.90

0.77

1990

3.34e+09

3.26e+09

2.46

1991

8.53e-rl 1

8.34e+ll

2.21

1992

1.40e+l0

1.38e-r 10

1.48

1993

l.7 8 e+ ll

l.7 6 e+ ll

1.29

1994

1.51e-H 1

1.51e-H 1

0.10

Strict Low
Browser
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Table 2.3.14 Comparison o f parameter estimates for Model 3b and Model 4b.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 3b

Model 4b

Rate Ratio

Strict Low Browser

30.76

30.46

0.98

Prox. to Ca and pH

508.9

512.04

0.62

1990

3.50e+09

3.55e+09

1.52

1991

8.93e+l 1

9.10e-H 1

1.90

1992

1.48e+I0

1.5 le-i-10

2.39

1993

1.88e+ll

1.94e+ll

3.10

1994

1.26e+12

1.29e+12

2.03
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As was noted previously in the results, Model 1 shows us reason to believe
that over the classification levels of species there is a higher grouping of rate ratios
at work. We can say this based upon our crude rate ratio estimates from Model 1
(see table 2.3.2) and their confidence interval boundaries. For all species but Nyala
and Kudu, the crude rate ratio and confidence intervals encompass I, indicating no
difference in their rates. In this model o f crude rate ratios, the values and
confidence intervals o f Nyala and Kudu differ by enough to conclude that they
represent two groups, distinctly different from all other species, each other, and at
elevated rates. For our purposes, though, we refrain from making further
conclusions and instead, consider that there is justification to keep species
classification as we proceed to the next modeling step.
In the next modeling step, we want to add terms for our spatial ecological
effects, adjusting for our species levels rates and accomplish this in Model 2 (see
Table 2.3.3 and Table 2.3.4). What we notice first is that our terms for proximity to
rivers and proximity to large areas o f bottom land have parameter estimates very
close to one and as defined, do not contribute to the description of the rate of
anthrax mortality. From this we decided not to include them in further modeling.
But what are we to conclude about our questions related to our terms? On the basis
of these parameter estimates alone from Model 2, we cannot conclude that there is
no effect on the rate of anthrax mortalities from being in proximity to rivers or large
areas o f bottom land, but only that if there is, the definition of the terms we
developed are not adequate to describe the effects for our model. And furthermore,
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to develop better defined terms o f local topography for inclusion and further testing
is an area that we should advocate for future research.
Proximity to high calcium and alkaline pH soils, however, seems to be very
important in describing the rate o f anthrax mortalities in our study. From the
parameter estimate and confidence intervals for this effect (see Table 2.3.4) we find
that after adjusting for the biological effect o f species that the ecological effect of
being in proximity to soil with high calcium and alkaline pH has a seemingly
substantial effect on the rate ratio of anthrax mortalities. We will refrain from
drawing further conclusions for now about this effect and defer that for examination
o f Model 3. What we have yet to examine in the results from Model 2 is the rate
ratios of species adjusted for the spatial effect terms in the model.
The suspected trend o f our species level effect estimates in Model 1 to group
into two or possibly three higher groups has been more clearly substantiated in the
results of Model 2 (see Table 2.3.4). All species other than Nyala and Kudu are still
grouped closely about 1 and the distance separating Nyala and Kudu has narrowed
such that we can be justified in collapsing the species classification scheme to two
groups, low browsers (Nyala and Kudu) and all other species. It is remarkably
convenient that our next question (hypothesis) defines this exact grouping as a test
of the effect of our theorized high risk dietary behavior. We again reserve further
conclusions for later in the modeling process, but for now we conclude that we can
proceed using a single binomial variable to describe the variability of species effects
on anthrax mortality by accounting for whether or not the species is a low browser.
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Model 3 is the basis from which we will make the remaining comparisons
and conclusions for this study, so we will first carefully review its components. We
have in Model 3 a binomial term which accounts for the species level biological
effect o f a theorized high risk dietary behavior, namely, being strictly a browsing
animal which browses below the mid-story o f vegetation. The basis for theorizing
that this behavior is high risk is in findings from previous investigators that
vegetation at lower than mid-story level surrounding anthrax carcasses become
painted with vomit and feces from blow flies. The vomit and feces were shown in
the laboratory to contain tremendous numbers of anthrax spores, enough in fact to
easily add up to an infectious dose.
We have included a term describing the ecological effect o f being in
proximity to a soil whose composition includes calcium at a level equal to or greater
than 150 me/kg soil and pH equal to or greater than 7.0. The basis o f our definition
of proximity is distance = 0 from the boundary o f an arbitrary geographic
aggregation level, our unit of observation, which is called a compartment. Because
the level of aggregation is arbitrary, we can re-aggregate our population and cases
according to exposure as defined above and code this in a binomial variable for
inclusion in our model. This term has the additional benefit of being in effect a
spatial lag term for the geographic distribution of our ecological effect of interest.
This is because we have defined proximity' in relation to the initial level of
geographic aggregation.
The final group o f terms are intended to account for the temporal variability
in our data set. We have grouped the years 1984 through 1989 as non-epidemic
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years and will use them as the comparison group for the years 1990 through 1994
coded individually, basically, each o f five individual epidemic years, as compared to
each other and the non-epidemic years.
From the model fit statistics for Model 3 (see Table 2.3.5) we can
immediately see that we have accounted for a tremendous amount o f the deviance
when compared to our previous modeling attempts. The ratio o f deviance to
degrees o f freedom has disturbingly departed from 1 after re-aggregation of the data,
re-parameterization of the model, and re-calculation of statistics. We will find the
reason for the departure later, but for now, let us first look at the parameter
estimates and ask some basic model building questions concerning the weakest term
in our model. Namely, do we really need our weakest term to adequately explain
our hypothesized effects, or can we leave the term out o f our model all together?
In Table 2.3.6 we can see the parameter estimates and their confidence
intervals. The weakest effect (lowest rate ratio) in the model is our term for low
browsers and in itself is interesting for our hypothesis testing. Is it necessary to
account for low browsers to explain the incidence of anthrax mortalities in the KNP,
or can we do this adequately using only our spatial effect and temporal effects
terms? The results in Table 2.3.7 are a comparison of the model fit parameters of
Model 3 and a model fit without our low browser term and are intended to answer
this question. The difference of the two models residual deviance, using the
difference in degrees of freedom, make up a Chi-square test for the goodness of
model fit (Kleinbaum et al., 1998). It should be unnecessary to consult a table of
the Chi-square distribution values to conclude that the P-value for this test is < .05.
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We therefore conclude that our model with a low browser term is statistically a
better fit to the data than one without. To see where the greatest impact is felt
among the other model parameters we have a comparison o f the parameter
estimates from the two models, with and without a low browser term (see Table
2.3.8). The value o f the percent change in the parameter estimates from the two
models gives us an indication of whether or not these effects are confounded by the
effect of low browsing behavior. Based on the mode-o-day rule-of-thumb in the
literature, one might conclude that the effect o f our term for proximity to high
calcium and alkaline pH soils in not confounded by the effect of low browsing, but
the temporal variability terms most certainly are. Based on the sum of our findings
from examining the effects of deleting the low browser term from Model 3, we will
conclude that it is a necessary and integral part o f describing the incidence of
anthrax mortalities in our study group.
Now we must look at some indicators o f regression diagnostics. For this
purpose we have prepared a plot of three calculated parameters, delta beta, delta
Chi-square, and delta deviance against the natural log o f our model predicted case
counts (see Figure 2.3.2). What this plot is showing us is the magnitude of effect on
the model fit statistics as each observation is successively removed from the data
set. Any extreme deviations from the base line, positive or negative, indicate
covariate patterns within our data set which have been poorly fit. Alternatively, this
can be viewed as data which is defying our model, or so called data outliers. But we
will find that the outliers in our case are interesting and indicate underlying
processes which are not accounted for in our model. The covariate patterns
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responsible for the two points of extreme departure from model fit as seen in Figure
2.3.2 are listed with their model term values in Table 2.3.9, along with the observed
and predicted values of anthrax cases and the total population-time observed. We
will follow modeling procedures, deleting these covariate patterns from our data set
and re-fit the model (see Model 3b, Table 2.3.5), but first let us examine these
covariate patterns in greater detail.
We find that the two patterns identified comprise both low browsers and
other species, are in proximity to high calcium and alkaline pH soils during the year
1994. Our model has over predicted the number of cases o f anthrax in low
browsing species and under predicted the cases of anthrax in all other species. In
defense of our model, the departures are certainly not great when one considers the
scale at which we are modeling and this an initial effort to do so. For a better
perspective on this and further insights, let us look at the population time
contributed by each o f the covariate groups as shown in Table 2.3.9. We find that
for low browsing species our model is beginning to show thin on a very basic
assumption made at the beginning o f this process. The year is 1994, the fifth
epidemic year in succession for anthrax in the KNP. We have every indication at
this point from our model results to assume that low browsing species have a higher
rate of mortality than do other animal species and the effects are being felt on the
study population, as seen in the population-time contribution o f their covariate
pattern. The basic assumption that our study population was large enough and
stable enough to justify calculation o f a simple cumulative incidence rate may not at
this extreme be true any longer. Our model may have over predicted the number o f
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anthrax cases expected in this covariate group because we have not accounted for a
reduction in the population and the implied effects o f animal density. In the other
case where our model has under predicted the number o f cases o f anthrax somewhat
in species other than low browsers, we have done so on high calcium and alkaline
pH soils. From our conceptual model we developed the concept o f environmental
spore concentration occurring in concentrator areas. There has at this point in the
study period been numerous anthrax mortalities accounted for which may have
contributed additional spores to the environment which could then be further
concentrated in these areas to infect new hosts. In effect we may be observing a
temporal autocorrelation o f anthrax cases by virtue o f spore concentration over
successive epidemic years. Anthrax spores are known to have exponential decay
curves in the natural environment, but successive years o f epidemics could lead to
an elevated risk with time. We have not endeavored to include terms in our model
to account for and test these explanations, but leave this for further work. For now,
we will delete these covariate patterns from our data set to examine the effect on
model fit and the parameter estimates. The results o f these can be seen in Table
2.3.5, Table 2.3.10 and Table 2.3.11 with the reduced data set presented as Model
3b.
The deletion of these two covariate patterns relieved the concern o f the
deviance to degrees o f freedom departure from one and is now at a comfortable
level. The total deviance in the model has been reduced even further. Table 2.3.10
gives us the difference in deviance and degrees o f freedom and we again find that
we have a statistically significant better fit. The changes in parameter estimates are
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felt most where we would expect them to be, that is in the temporal term for 1994.
There are however, changes in the term for low browsers and for proximity to high
calcium alkaline pH soils and not altogether small ones. If we were to presume that
our model was the correct one and that the departures seen in the two deleted
covariate patterns were aberrations, then if we had not deleted them we would have
underestimated the effects for low browsers by almost 8% and for proximity to high
calcium alkaline pH soils by over 50%. Even though these changes are not small,
the new point estimates are still within the confidence limits that we calculated
from the parameter estimates from Model 3a. This is valuable information even if
we are not so narrow as to assume that our model fit is the perfect one, as it is an
indication o f the relative robustness o f the parameter estimates in our model. It is
also an indication o f the magnitude of effects unaccounted for in this model, such as
was offered for discussion of the removed covariate patterns. Having said this, we
must consider the words offered by Morganstein (1998) reminding us that better
fitting models in ecological studies rarely produce more accurate estimates of
ecological effects. We must temper our judgement with these words when making
the final conclusions about our parameter estimates. To this end we have examined
the effects o f our simulated data set adjusted for animal size differences on not only
Model 3a, but on Model 3b also, to make two comparisons with Model 4a, the full
set of covariate patterns, and Model 4b, a reduced data set analogous to Model 3b.
The results from these comparisons is not overly dramatic, which is
reassuring for the overall robustness o f our model and the faith we have placed in
the sampling methodologies for basic data collection (see Table 2.3.13 and Table
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2.3.14). The percent change in parameter estimates is unremarkable for all of the
terms in both of the model comparisons. With that we will draw away from our
modeling exercise and fit a proper frame of mind with which to summarize our
study and commit to final conclusions.
The largest pitfall o f this and any other investigation with an ecological
study design is that of the ecological fallacy (Selvin, 1958), or bias, which is the
failure o f an expected ecological effect estimate to reflect the biologic effect at the
individual level (Rothman and Greenland, 1998). There is the danger of contextual
effects o f unmeasured causal factors contributing within group bias in the form of
confounding, selection, or miss-classification. The incomplete understanding of the
etiology, ecology, and epidemiology of anthrax must provide that there undoubtedly
are other factors which provide an effect on the rate o f anthrax mortality within the
study population. The overall effect o f an unmeasured confounder is unpredictable.
It may cause an over- or under- estimation of causal effect for one or more of the
study factors, depending upon how the confounder is distributed throughout the
study population. Accuracy and precision of the measures o f exposure variables can
be assessed from the records, but are still subject to random error of sampling and a
possible source of mis-classification bias. Mis-classification bias will have resulted
from every mis-diagnosis made by Scientific Services and there is no way by which
to assess this affect, i.e., toward or away from the null. Selection bias will have
resulted from every carcass not found by the teams monitoring the park for
carcasses. Here, however, we were able to simulate and assess the effect of
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selection bias in a logical manor and established that there was no remarkable effect
on our parameter estimates, or model fit.
Despite the drawbacks and limitations imposed by the necessity o f using an
ecological study design, we have carefully designed a multilevel study approach o f
both biological effects and ecological effects to perform an investigation and do
meaningful work where other study designs are simply not possible. Using the
weight of numerous observations of apparent associations of environmental factors
with anthrax mortalities world wide we developed a general conceptual model of
anthrax ecology which is biologically plausible, and from it we hypothesized and
defined the study factors investigated here.
We first asked the questions, is there an effect on the rate o f anthrax
mortalities in the KNP by species level and for animals which browse at less than
mid-story height. We have answered both o f these questions at once. In our model
development we observed the homogeneity o f rate ratios among all species other
than low browsers. We established through rate ratio adjustment for spatial
ecological effects that a low browser term was representative for species level
effects in our model. Model comparisons showed that the low browser term is both
a significant contributor to deviance partitioning and explanation, but has
potentially confounding effects on other important effects in our model and should
therefore be included. We have computed a parameter estimate and confidence
intervals for the rate ratio o f animals that are strictly low browsing species, i.e.,
Nyala and Kudu, relative to all other species in the study population, adjusted for
the ecological effect of proximity to high calcium alkaline pH soils and temporal
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variability during the study period. We conclude that the parameter estimate
calculated for low browsers in Model 3a (see Table 2.3.6) is a valid estimation o f
the rate ratio o f anthrax mortalities in low browsers versus the other species
included in this study, not accounting for the effects of age, gender, and the
numerous unknown potentially confounding factors. We conclude that we may
attribute the difference in mortality rates as observed (rate ratio = 28.50, 95% Cl
25.95 < RR < 31.31) to the biological effect o f strict low browsing as a species
dietary trait, subject to confounding by factors not accounted for in our model.
We next asked question about three spatial ecological effects. We can
conclude that for two o f these, proximity to rivers and proximity to large areas of
bottom land, that if there is an ecological effect, we have not described it with our
definition o f exposures. As for the third spatial ecological effect, we conclude that
we have calculated a valid estimate o f the ecological effect (rate ratio = 331.36
95%CI 137.74 < RR < 797.14) o f being in proximity to high calcium alkaline pH
soils on the rate o f anthrax mortalities, adjusted for the biologic effect o f low
browsing species, accounting for the effects of temporal variability during the study
period, and subject to confounding by factors not accounted for in our model.
With these conclusions we have addressed all of our subordinate questions
we developed from asking the larger question, what environmental factors might
represent limits or constraints on anthrax genotypes? At this point we can now say
that calcium content of soil and the pH o f soil has a measurable ecological effect on
the rate o f anthrax mortality in wildlife in the KNP and should be the start point for
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our investigations of anthrax genotype associations with environmental factors
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3. MESO-SCALE ECOLOGY OF ANTHRAX IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA: GENETIC DIVERSITY AND ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Introduction
Anthrax is primarily a disease of mammals caused by the Gram-positive, rod-shaped,
spore-forming bacteria Bacillus anthracis. Beyond its historical significance as one
of the "oldest o f diseases" some of the most fundamental epidemiological and
ecological questions about anthrax, such as its genetic diversity, and the
environmental factors that influence disease occurrence, are unanswered (Turnbull,
1998). B. anthracis is important today as a management problem in wildlife
conservation, an economic threat to livestock, a deadly zoonosis for public health,
and as a biological weapon. All these concerns make a complete understanding of
the epidemiology o f this bacterial disease essential.
The accuracy and reliability of traditional methods of identifying B. anthracis
and characterizing its virulence are questionable (Turnbull et al., 1992, Henderson el
al., 1994). In recent years molecular epidemiological tools have been developed and
successfully applied to such problems in numerous infectious diseases (Weniger et
al., 1994, Ou et al., 1992, Tamayo et al., 1997). For anthrax, there has been a need
for molecular tools to rapidly and accurately identify B. anthracis, determine the
presence or absence of virulence factors, and differentiate strains on a genetic basis.
But the effort to develop these tools has been frustrated by a seeming lack of genetic
diversity among B. anthracis isolates (Ash el a i, 1991a, Ash and Collins, 1992, Ash
et al., 1991b, Andersen et a i, 1996). It has been observed that "B. anthracis
represents one o f the most molecularly monomorphic bacteria known" (Keim et al.,
1997).
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Primarily as a result of the research o f Keim et al., (1997), genotype groups of
anthrax isolates can now be distinguished- This ability permits significantly more
detailed study o f the origin, evolution and biogeography as well as the epidemiology,
of B. anthracis. These studies so far suggest that the geographic origin o f B.
anthracis may be sub-saharan Africa. Within the collection o f world-wide
representative anthrax isolates currently available, southern Africa contains the
widest range of chromosomal genotypic diversity. We have found representative
isolates o f both primary node branches o f the anthrax chromosomal genotype
phylogram in the KNP. While one of these node branches gives rise to other distinct
geographically correlated lineages with world-wide distribution, the other presently
appears unique to the southern African sub-continent.
The KNP is a well managed, spatially diverse habitat with large populations of
herbivorous ungulates. Kudu (Tragelaphus stepsiceros) are thought to be the primary
host of anthrax in the KNP (Vos, 1997). The KNP has a history o f episodic outbreaks
of anthrax recorded since the 1950's and certain geographic localities within it have
been described as anthrax endemic areas, or epidemic foci. These areas have been
empirically associated with specific observed epidemics. De Vos and Bryden (1996)
present maps and graphs o f epidemics which suggest different centers o f origin, in
terms of time and space, for the anthrax epidemics observed within the KNP. They
further describe the apparent influence o f environmental factors on the progressions
of the epidemics in time and space.
The work o f Keim et al. (1997) also suggests that the genetic diversity
generated within an anthrax epidemic, and within successive epidemic episodes
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across 1,000 km and 20 year spatio-temporal distances, is minimal. This has been
confirmed by additional isolates from North America and Australia (unpublished
data). This pilot study aims to test this observation by characterizing the genetic
diversity within two anthrax epidemics, which occurred in the KNP between 1970
and 1997. We also begin an examination o f the data for evidence of spatio-temporal
clustering o f cases. While one expects to find time-space clusters of cases associated
with epidemics (Rothman, 1990), the aim here is to see whether anthrax genotype
groups cluster independently o f one another and if so, where and when. Definition of
disease clusters with respect to time, space, and genotype group will allow the
exploration of associations between anthrax genotypes and the environmental factors
that influence the occurrence o f disease.
3.2 Materials and Methods
This investigation is an observational study o f the genetic diversity of a
sample population of B. anthracis endemic to the KNP, and from two observed
epidemics occurring during the early to mid- 1970's and 1990's. The Mantel test for
spatio-temporal clustering was performed on the data set.
The study area is the KNP, an elongated conservation area consisting o f about
two million hectares of subtropical savanna woodland between 20° 19' to 25°32'
latitude south and 31°00' to 32°00' longitude east, situated in the north-eastern comer
of the Republic of South Africa. The entire area is surrounded by game-proof fencing
and adjoins commercial farms, traditional communal grazing areas, and private
nature reserves. The KNP contains approximately 2300 kg of biomass o f large
mammals per square km, made up of 20 different species (Vos and Bryden, 1996).
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Isolates that comprise the sample population of B. anthracis selected for this
analysis are from within the study site. There are 78 isolates in the study, ranging in
date of isolation from 1975 to 1997. The isolates were taken from carcasses, soil,
bone, water, and dung. All of the samples were taken by KNP rangers and staff and
confirmed at KNP Scientific Services. The isolates were sub-cultured from the
Scientific Services microbiology archival collection. Selection criteria for an isolate
were the existence of a record of geographic location, source material, and date taken.
Anthrax diversity analysis based on genotype classification was performed
using an innovative, abbreviated method derived from many o f the variable genetic
regions identified by the AFLP procedure. This is the result o f work done in Dr.
Keim's laboratory characterizing the most highly informative markers of the >40
variable loci used in AFLP analysis o f B. anthracis isolates. Two additional VNTR
markers have been developed from the pXOI and pX02 plasmid sequences.
Currently, eight highly polymorphic loci (pXOl-AAT, pX02-AT, CG3, vrrA, vrrBl,
vrrB2, vrrCl, and vrrC2) have been selected for use in this system. Optimization o f
PCR primers, fluorescent dyes, and amplicon sizes for these loci have enabled the
development of a Multi VNTR Locus Multiplex PCR protocol (MVLM), which
determines the allelic status of each o f eight loci for each isolate. Diversity group
classification was then done by comparing the KNP isolates to a reference group o f
more than 500 isolates from 38 countries. The MVLM procedure can be
accomplished economically in one day, in contrast to the more expensive AFLP
procedure, which can take two weeks.
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The MVLM procedure will be described in detail elsewhere (Keim et al.,
1999). Briefly, a single colony o f B. anthracis is "heat-soaked" in TE buffer at 95° C
for 20 minutes. Cellular debris is removed by centrifugation. The supernatant is
placed in a clean tube for storage and will support >20 PCR amplification. Currently,
the MVLM PCR amplification o f the eight selected loci requires two PCR reactions.
Each amplicon has a fluorescently labeled primer. Three different dyes are used for
the amplicons, while one is reserved for molecular weight size standards. Products
from both reactions are pooled and then separated by PAGE under denaturing
conditions on an ABD377 automated DNA sequencer. The resulting bands are
analyzed using ABD Genescan™ and Genotyper™ software to determine allele
classification.
Diversity group clusters were analysed using SAHN and UPGAMA clustering
routines (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) within the NTSYSpc software package (Rohlf,
1998). A similarity matrix of the allele values for the study group isolates was
constructed prior to the cluster analysis. Sixteen B. anthracis allies representing all
the major world anthrax groups where included in the KNP group analysis as
references to allow the placement o f the KNP isolates into known diversity group
classifications.
The Mantel test for time-space clustering (Mantel, 1967) was performed to
detect clustering within the study group. The study group data set was imported into
SYSTAT (SPSS, 1997) where matrix manipulations were performed. Two matrices
were constructed consisting o f the absolute value of the inverse distances of all
possible pairings o f isolates in time and space. The value o f one was chosen as an
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arbitrary' constant added to the value of all time-space distance pairs in the two
matrices. Significance testing o f the Mantel test was performed by comparing the
observed Z-value with its random permutational distribution using NTS YSpc for
3002 permutations.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Results from the MVLM analysis o f isolates from the KNP show that the
study group isolates are allied with three reference isolates: Kruger, Ames, and
Southern Africa (Keim et al., 1997). We interpret this as a demonstration o f the
robustness of the dendrogram topology and the overall molecular systematics
approach of the study.
The number o f isolates allied with each anthrax diversity group are shown in
table one, along with the total number o f isolates per diversity group within each
observed epidemic. These results demonstrate the viable presence and lethal activity
of three distinct anthrax genotype groups within the study site and during the study
period. The genetic diversity of anthrax from the KNP epidemics is far greater than
that seen in the previously mentioned observations in Australia and North America.
Considering the monomorphic genetic nature of B. anthracis and observed genetic
stability during epidemics, it is unlikely that the genetic diversity observed here
developed over the study period. We would not ascribe these genetic changes to gene
flow during or between epidemics because of limited opportunity for replication and
hence chromosomal mutation. Rather, we believe that each o f the three genotype
groups were acquired during the epidemics as independent infective events.
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The results o f the Mantel test to detect clustering of the isolates in time and
space yielded the values in table two. The conclusion from these values is to reject
the null hypothesis that the space and time distances in the study group do not differ
from a random population distribution. The interpretation is therefore that there is
time-space clustering present among the study group isolates as was expected from a
data set spanning multiple epidemics. While raw data from the study group is
suggestive of clustering in time and space by genotype groups, additional analyses
using extensions o f the Mantel test (Smouse et al., 1986) await validation of the
MVML analysis.
Within the KNP over time, environmental factors probably influence the
incidence of anthrax mortalities. How anthrax genotype groups interact with these
factors is unexplored and must await answers from an ongoing ecological study o f
environmental factors associated with anthrax mortalities. In this pilot study we have
demonstrated three distinct anthrax genotype groups causing mortality across
relatively small space and time distances in the KNP. We have concluded that the
relatively large amount o f genetic diversity seen in the study group when compared to
previously observed epidemics is due to independent infective events rather than gene
flow. And lastly, we have demonstrated evidence o f time-space clustering with
indications of clustering by anthrax genotype group. We consider these results
sufficient to merit further investigations with the aim of exploring some o f the
unanswered fundamental questions about the epidemiology and ecology o f anthrax.
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Table 3.4.1 Alliance with major anthrax diversity groups and time o f isolation.
Genotype Group

All Isolates

Prior to 1990

Kruger

44

11

Ames

16

1

15

Southern Africa

18

17

1

Total
8
29
Table 3.4.2. Mantel Test results for the KNP study group.
Parameter

Value

Number of distance pairs

3003

Matrix correlation, r

0.31301

Raw Mantel statistic, Z

64.3755

Approximate Mantel t-test, t

11.6654

Prob. random Z < obs. Z, p*

1.0000

1990 or Later

49

Prob. random Z >= obs. Z, p*
0.0007
*Out of 3002 random permutations 3002 were < Z, 0 were >= Z
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CHAPTER 4. GENETIC DIVERSITY OF ANTHRAX IN THE KRUGER
NATIONAL PARK
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will continue the work begun in Chapter 3 describing the
genetic diversity of anthrax observed in the KNP and examining the time-space
clustering of our study isolates. In order to obtain the proper perspective with which
to proceed, let us review the questions to be answered here in light o f our larger
questions developed for the overall project. From previous findings (Keim et al.,
1997, Smith et al., 1998, Keim et al., 1999) we have hypothesized that there are two
anthrax genotype groups in the southern Africa region which may have different
environmental requirements (constraints, associations, bottlenecks) and that this
difference in requirements may have lead to the geographic limitation, or limited the
global dispersal, of one o f these genotype groups. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the
presence o f isolates of the two genotype groups referred to in Keim, et. al., (1997), in
the KNP and found initial evidence to suggest that together our isolates exhibit timespace clustering. The significance of time-space clustering is that such clustering
may occur within the bounds o f environmental requirements (constraints,
associations, bottlenecks). Further, different time-space clustering by genotype
group, within clustering by all isolates, may point to differences in genotype group
environmental requirements.
In Chapter 4 then, we will present the results of a re-analysis o f genetic
diversity, validating the genotype grouping of the 92 B. anthracis isolates from the
KNP. We will then continue our study of time-space clustering o f the study group
isolates. We will use three methods for time-space cluster detection, Knox, Mantel,
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K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN). Establishing that our study isolates are clustered in
time and space, we will conclude the study with a comparison o f K-NN time-space
clustering by anthrax genotype groups. The results of this comparison show a
difference in clustering scale between each genotype and the study isolates overall.
To better visualize the independent scale of clustering o f genotype groups in two
dimensions, we develop K-NN linkage maps and kernel density maps o f anthrax
genotype locations in the KNP. By showing where the genotype groups are clustered,
we set the stage for Chapter 5 where we will embark on a deeper exploration of what
the clustering differences between anthrax genotype groups might mean in terms of
environmental requirements and anthrax mortalities.
4.2 Materials and Methods
The methods used for this study are largely described in Chapter 3. This
includes descriptions o f the study area, study isolates, MLVA procedure, genetic
diversity clustering algorithms, and the Mantel test. Here, we will discuss the Knox
test, the K-NN test and extension, and the general rationale o f kernel density maps.
The Knox test quantifies space-time interaction based on critical space and
time distances (Knox, 1964). The test statistic, X, is a count of those pairs of cases
that are separated by less than the critical space and time distances. Pairs of cases
will be near to one another when interaction is present, and the test statistic will be
large. The null hypothesis is that the times o f the cases are distributed randomly
across the case locations. The null distribution of X is constructed under an
approximate randomization which permutes the row-column elements o f the time
adjacency matrix while holding the space adjacencies constant. This is the same
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manner o f distribution approximation used for the Mantel test, and also for the K-NN,
(Marshall, 1991, Jacquez, 1996, Mantel and Valand, 1970, Smouse et a i, 1986, Kyes
et al., 1997, Mantel, 1967, Mantel and Bailar, 1970). Significance testing is
accomplished with a comparison o f the observed distribution with the randomly
permuted distribution.
A noted disadvantage of the Knox test is the necessity to arbitrarily assign
values of critical distances. Our data will support time distances to one day and
geographic distances to two kilometers. It is recognized that significance will hinge
on the critical values assigned. In our case we have attempted to use biology as a
guide to setting our critical distances. We have chosen critical distances which we
feel are relevant to theoretical animal movements and encompass seasonal variation,
being 10 kilometers and one year.
The K-NN method is a test for space-time interaction which develops a test
statistic, Jk, which is the count of the number o f case pairs that are k nearest neighbors
in both space and time (Marshall, 1991, Jacquez, 1996, Pfeiffer, 1998). When space
time interaction exists Jk will be large since nearest neighbors in space will also tend
to be nearest neighbors in time. Delta Jk, then, is the space-time interaction above
and beyond that observed for the k-1 nearest neighbors (at each level o f k), while Jk is
the cumulative measure o f space-time interaction where all nearest neighbor
relationships from 1 up to k are included. As discussed above, significance testing is
by comparison to a randomly permuted distribution matrix.
The K-NN test can be readily extended to make comparisons similar to that of
a case-control study (Jacquez, 1996, Morrison et al., 1998). It is possible to
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determine the space-time interaction present in a set o f cases above and beyond that
present in a set o f controls. To this end, we will look at the differences of delta Jk
values over levels of k to determine the independent clustering contributions of
genotype groups to the overall clustering of isolates. From the software output it is
possible to overlay K-NN generated linkage maps, indicating the k level of clustering
among the points geographically, on maps of the KNP for a 2 dimensional
representation of clustering. To gain another view of genotype group clustering we
will use kernel estimation to develop similar 2 dimensional maps.
Kernel estimation is a technique that uses original point locations of cases to
produce a smooth estimate of density from an observed sample of observations
(Pfeiffer, 1998). This technique produces a smooth map image of point density that
is then visually easy to interpret. Specifically, a three-dimensional floating function
visits every cell on a fine grid that has been overlaid on the study area. Distances are
measured from the center of the grid cell to each observation that falls within a
predefined bandwidth (this is called the kernel). Each observation contributes to the
density o f that grid cell based on its distance from the center. Nearby observations
are given more weight in the density calculation than those farther away. What this
means for us is a technique to visualize not only the location o f the study isolates, but
also the geographic density o f the genotype groups in a map format. Calculations
were performed using ArcView 3.1 software.
4.3 Results
The results of our study o f genetic diversity are best illustrated by examination
of the resulting dendrogram and comparison to a dendrogram produced from a
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collection o f world isolates (see Figures 4.3.1. and 4.3.2.). Most evident is the
branching that occurs at the first node of both dendrograms, indicated by an arrow.
This branch represents the largest division in the genetic diversity of anthrax and
representatives from both branches are present in the KNP isolates. From branch A,
we have 72 isolates within what we have referred to as the Kruger genotype group.
Branch A contains isolates from many diverse geographic locations world wide.
From branch B, we have 20 isolates within what we have referred to as the Southern
African genotype group. Branch B is thus far restricted in its distribution to the
southern African continent.
Summary changes in the relative positions of a few of the isolates within the
structure of the dendrogram from the pilot study (Chapter 3) to the re-validation study
presented here are referential to a change in the size standard used during gel
electrophoresis. Poorly classified alleles had indicated slightly more diversity with
the Kruger genotype group which was interpreted as representatives o f the so called
Ames group. The general branches of the world reference collection dendrogram
which contains the Kruger group, K, and the Southern African group, S, as
determined by the latest analysis is indicated (see Figure 4.3.2.) Further speculation
o f the genetic similarity of specific KNP isolates with specific world reference group
isolates must await results from other studies ongoing.
Having re-affirmed the presence o f the two anthrax genotype groups within
our study group, we will turn to our measures o f space-time interaction, or clustering,
o f the study isolates. The first of these is the Knox test. Table 4.3.1. provides the
reference information to the procedure by which to judge the output parameters and
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test of significance (see Table 4.3.2.). Knox's 2 x 2 table provides a familiar
presentation o f the classification o f our study isolates as set a priori by our critical
distances. The interpretation is that there is space-time interaction in our study group
for the critical distances which we have specified.
The next procedure we used for space-time interaction testing was Mantel's
test. The interpretation o f the results (see Table 4.3.3) is that our study group shows
statistically significant space-time interaction again, as judged by the significance
value (p = 0.0002).
The third method we will use for space-time interaction testing is the K-NN.
While thought o f as a superior method to both previous methods used, the output
interpretation is not as straightforward to grasp initially (see Table 4.3.4).
The level k is indicated, being the number o f nearest neighbors being
considered in each level. The significance o f our measures of interest, Jk, measuring
the cumulative space-time interaction, and Delta Jk, the interaction above and beyond
that o f the k -1 level, are tested at each level o f nearest neighbor, k. This gives us an
indication of the scale o f space-time interaction, if any, present in our data set. Here,
we see space-time interaction, or clustering, at k = 1,2,4 and 5. But this is space-time
interaction over all of the KNP isolates. To examine the space-time interaction o f
genotype groups we repeated this procedure for each genotype group (see Tables
4.3.5 and 4.3.6) and using the Southern African genotype group as a control group to
measure the excess space-time interaction attributable to the Kruger genotype group.
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From the output we can see that each genotype group has statistically significant
space-time interactions at lower levels o f k than does the group o f isolates overall.
The calculated difference in the Delta Jk values of the BC-NN model with all isolates
in the model versus the Southern African genotype control group are in Figure 4.3.3.
The arrows in the figure represent the highest level o f k with significant space-time
interaction for each part o f the K-NN model.
The K-NN linkage maps and kernel density maps give a visual indication of
the scale, location, and density o f genotype clustering within the KNP (see Figures
4.3.4-4.3.8).
4.4 Conclusions
To briefly review, we have hypothesized that there are two anthrax genotype
groups in the southern Africa region which may have different environmental
requirements (constraints, associations, bottlenecks) and that this difference in
requirements may have lead to the geographic limitation, or limited the global
dispersal, o f one of these genotype groups. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated the
presence of isolates of the two genotype groups referred to in Keim, et. ah, (1997), in
the KNP and found initial evidence to suggest that together our isolates exhibit timespace clustering. The significance of time-space clustering is that such clustering
may occur within the bounds of environmental requirements (constraints,
associations, bottlenecks). Further, different time-space clustering by genotype
group, within clustering by all isolates, may point to differences in genotype group
environmental requirements. In this study, we have re-affirmed the conclusions
drawn in earlier investigations that genotype groups from both the A and B branches
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Figure 4.3.1 Genetic diversity o f anthrax isolates from the KNP.
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Figure 4.3.2 Genetic diversity o f anthrax isolates world wide.
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Table 4.3.1 Knox test output for time-space clustering of the KNP isolates.
Geographic distance in meters

Temporal distance in days

Critical

10000

Maximum

263824

Minimum

0

Mean

97432

Critical

365

Maximum

220500

Minimum

0

Mean

80861

Table 4.3.2 Knox’s 2 x 2 Table.
Number o f Distance Pairs

Time

Space

Far

Near

Far

2518

969

Near

198

501

Sig. =0.0100
Knox’s X = 501
Perm. = 99
Table 4.3.3 Mantel test output for time-space clustering of the KNP isolates.
Parameter

Value

Mantel’s r

0.229866

Significance o f r

0.0002

Number o f permutations

4186
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Table 4.3.4 K-Nearest Neighbor test output.
k

J(k)

P(k)

DJ(k)

DP(k)

1

193

0.0040

193

0.0040

2

439

0.0040

246

0.0040

J

516

0.0040

77

0.3680

4

679

0.0040

163

0.0040

5

938

0.0040

259

0.0040

6

1054

0.0040

116

1.0000

7

1163

0.0040

109

1.0000

8

1330

0.0040

167

0.9880

9

1463

0.0040

133

0.0360

10
1598
0.0040
135
0.8480
Table 4.3.5 K-Nearest Neighbor test output for Kruger genotype group.
k

J(k)

P(k)

DJ(k)

DP(k)

1

66

0.0040

66

0.0040

2

181

0.0040

115

0.0040

-*
J

245

0.0040

64

0.4880

4

328

0.0040

83

0.9960

5

441

0.0040

113

0.9040

6

556

0.0040

115

0.7640

7

651

0.0320

95

0.9600

8

817

0.0480

166

0.9520

9

944

1.0000

127

1.0000

10

1056

1.0000

112

0.9240
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Table 4.3.6 K-Nearest Neighbor test output for So. African genotype group.
k

J(k)

P(k)

DJ(k)

DP(k)

I

81

0.0600

81

0.0600

2

152

0.4200

71

0.9640

3

188

0.9600

36

0.9560

4

334

0.2360

146

0.0560

5

351

0.1400

17

0.8680

6

351

0.1400

0

1.0000

7

351

0.1400

0

1.0000

8

351

0.1400

0

1.0000

9

351

0.1400

0

1.0000

10

351

0.1400

0

1.0000
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Figure 4.3.3 Plot of delta J nalues from K-Nearest Neighbor tests on KNP isolates.
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Figure 4.3.4 K-NN linkage map o f KNP study isolates k = 5
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Figure 4.3.5 K-NN linkage map o f Kruger genotype group, k = 2
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Figure 4.3.6 K-NN linkage map o f southern African genotype group, k = 1
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Figure 4.3.7 Kemal density map of Kruger genotype group isolates in the KNP.
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Figure 4.3.8 Kemal density map of Southern African genotype group isolates.
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are present in the KNP. We have also re-affirmed that our study group shows
interaction in space and time. To extend the earlier studies, we have used additional
methods for testing space-time interaction. We also explored classification by
genotype group, making plots and maps to visualize the levels of clustering present by
genotype group to determine if there is evidence to support independent space-time
interaction of anthrax genotype groups.
In the study group overall, we have results from three methods, Knox, Mantel,
and K-NN, which give statistical significance to a measurable space-time interaction.
Of these methods the more trusted result is the K-NN, as the results provide an
assessment of clustering at multiple scales simultaneously and the statistical power of
the K-NN has been shown to be superior to that o f the other two methods (Jacquez,
1996). We must note that the highest k level of significant (and independent) space
time interaction for the isolates overall was at k = 5. The linkage map shows what
appears to be a true or appropriate clustering pattern over the KNP for our study
isolates. But when we consider genotype groups we find that this clustering is in fact
confounded and for our study purposes very informative. By extending the K-NN
model to a case-control setting, we have adjusted the Jk, and delta , for the
confounding effect of genotype group and find that each genotype group exhibits
independent clustering at different levels of k.
Southern African genotype group isolates have significant clustering at k =1
level only when considered alone. Using southern African genotype group as a
control, we have assessed the space-time interaction above and beyond the control in
the model of all genotypes which can be attributed to Kruger genotype group. Kruger
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genotype group clearly shows clustering at the k = 2 level above and beyond Southern
African. This difference in clustering levels is shown in the K-NN linkage maps of
the genotype groups (see Figures 4.3.4 - 4.3.6). This same difference in clustering
between the genotype groups is indicated by the maps of kernel density (see Figures
4.3.7 and 4.3.8).
So we have found that southern African genotype group isolates are tightly
clustered in comparison to Kruger genotype isolates and that together, the anthrax
isolates exhibit a separate significant higher level of clustering overall. We interpret
this to mean that some environmental constraint is acting on all anthrax isolates as a
whole, thus the clustering overall at the k = 5 level, but that there is an additional, or
separate, constraint at work on the distribution o f the southern African genotype
group when compared to the Kruger genotype group. Thus the two genotype groups
show significant clustering at different k levels. What this means in terms o f specific
environmental factors acting as constraints is the focus of our next work.
We found in Chapter 2 that calcium and pH are influential ecologically on the
rate of anthrax mortality. These would therefore suggest themselves as the first
factors at which to look in a comparison o f overall and genotype specific associations
with environmental factors. We will use a non-parametric analysis of variance to do
this comparison in Chapter 5. In addition to calcium and pH, will look at some other
soil parameters measured concurrently with the calcium and pH which may or may
not yield important insights. We will then perform our last analysis in this series of
studies to explore the association o f genotype groups with the rate of anthrax
mortality in the model we developed in Chapter 2. Modification of the basic model
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will allow us to examine the change in parameter estimates as we attempt to adjust
for confounding o f both environmental factor associations and the effect o f genotype
groups on the rate o f anthrax mortality in the KNP.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPLORATIONS OF GENOTYPES AND ENVIRONMENT
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter I of this text the present chapter was said to be a part o f our
journey for which there is little detail on our map other than the admonition o f
perilous creatures. Along the way here we have come to know the name of a few of
these dragons, such as Ecological Fallacy. Let us review our journey once more
before proceeding.
We have asked if the two anthrax genotype groups observed in southern
Africa are acting under the same "bottlenecks’, or constraints, or are they acting in a
fashion which would suggest independent associations to factors in their
environment? In the previous chapter our findings suggest a separate set of
constraints for each genotype group as indicated by independent clustering scales and
differences in location and density over the study area. The significance of this
clustering is that it may be occurring within the bounds o f environmental
requirements (constraints, associations, bottlenecks). Further, different time-space
clustering by genotype group, within clustering by all isolates, may point to
differences in genotype group environmental requirements. We have found that
southern African genotype group isolates are tightly clustered in comparison to
Kruger genotype isolates and that together, the anthrax isolates exhibit a separate
significant higher level of clustering overall. We interpreted this to mean that some
environmental constraint is acting on all anthrax isolates as a whole, thus the
clustering overall at the k = 5 level, but that there is an additional, or separate,
constraint at work on the distribution of the southern African genotype group when
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compared to the Kruger genotype group. Thus the two genotype groups show
significant clustering at different k levels. What this means in terms of specific
environmental factors acting as constraints is the focus of the work in this chapter.
We also asked which environmental factors might be acting as constraints and
what their relationship to each of the two genotype groups might be? We found in
Chapter 2 that calcium and pH are influential ecologically on the rate of anthrax
mortality. These would therefore suggest themselves as the first factors at which to
look in a comparison of overall and genotype specific associations with
environmental factors. The place to look is the soil composition at the location of
isolation for each o f the isolates in our study group. The first approach we will take
will use a non-parametric analysis of variance of the calcium and pH values along
with an examination of some of the descriptive statistics. We will present some of
the other soil parameters measured concurrently with the calcium and pH which may
or may not yield important insights to future hypotheses. These are presented in this
study in the spirit of exploration
We will then perform our last analysis in this series of studies to explore the
association o f genotype groups with the rate of anthrax mortality in the model we
developed in Chapter 2. With the results we have obtained this far, and the findings
from our analysis o f variance on soil factors by genotype, we will have reason to
suspect that there could be confounding in our parameter estimates due to an effect
by genotype group. The biological meaning of a genotype group effect could
translate to virulence, pathogenicity, transmission, or other mechanisms o f action in
the disease process. This type of speculation will be left for Chapter 6. But of
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interest here is to explore and attempt to gain insights, as well as to adjust for a
potentially confounding factor in our studies. To this end we will develop a
definition of proximity and classification of exposure to each of the genotype groups
as was done before for environmental factors and include these terms in the model
that we developed in Chapter 2. The ideal case would be to have the genotype group
associated with each of the cases in our study population. This is not possible in our
case. The next choice therefore is to accept our KNP study isolates as a
representative sample of the mortalities occurring over the study period. This is not a
totally unacceptable limitation as long as we respect its limits imposed on our
conclusions. That limitation has been discussed in depth in Chapter 2 and is to
restrict the conclusions o f any effect of genotypes in our models to that o f an
ecological effect. We feel that this exploration is worthy of doing in light o f the
potential benefit of insight to the disease process.
If we deeply consider the results of the comparison o f the means o f calcium
and pH for each genotype group in light of the density location of each, we will find
that any effect of genotype that we may estimate from our model as it stands may be
further confounded by the effect o f calcium or pH level over the study area. What the
meaning of this is to us, is that we need to account for the fact that the two genotype
groups are clustered differentially over calcium levels. In order to account for this
further potentially confounding effect in our model we need to expand the
classification scheme that we have developed for calcium and pH in our previous
study. We have insight as to where to alter our classification by examining the means
for the soil parameters for each o f the genotypes. What is also of interest is the
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variation o f levels over which the genotype groups were found. Modification o f the
model to account for differential calcium levels will allow us to examine the change
in parameter estimates as we attempt to adjust for confounding o f both environmental
factor associations and the effect o f genotype groups on the rate of anthrax mortality
in the KNP. This is approached as a comparison of two models, Model 5 and Model
6, where Model 5 is simply the introduction of two terms for genotype groups to
Model 3a, described previously. Model 6 expands the definition o f proximity to high
calcium alkaline pH soils as well with the introduction o f another model term defined
by a higher calcium level. With this approach we will explore the effects on
parameter estimates for our model terms to gain insights in biologically meaningful
terms, to address the questions motivating these studies, and to speculate as the basis
for future study in the final chapter of this work.
5.2 Materials and Methods
The study area, population, cases, exposures and definitions, and methods of
data collection, compilation, aggregation and manipulation have been described in
previous chapters. In this study we will draw the soil parameter values for each KNP
isolate from the data reported by Ventor (1990) for each isolate location. This was
performed using Axe View 3 .1 software.
The non-parametric analysis o f variance procedure used on the soil
parameters o f interest was the Wilcoxen rank sum test (Neter et al., 1996) using the
PROC NPAR1WAY procedure in SAS software. The calcium and pH were assigned
as the dependent variables and genotype group was the classification variable.
Factors o f genotype has two levels for southern Airican and Kruger genotype groups.
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Factor level means and confidence intervals were calculated using SAS software also.
The primary factors o f interest in this analysis were calcium and pH and box plots
were prepared for these parameters in SPSS software. The so called soil triad of
sand, silt and clay are also presented in box plot format. Soil electrolytes and
electrical conductivity are presented in clustered bar chart form for comparison by
genotype.
The analytical method o f Poisson regression was described in detail
previously in this work and won’t be delved into here. So too, the methods of
regression diagnostics and model fit. What we have yet to do is to define a proximity
and associated exposure for the factors o f genotype groups. We will approach the
matter in similar fashion as before.
Using the kernel density maps generated in the previous chapter, we have a
calculated measure o f the density o f genotype group isolates over the study area. We
can view this in the same way that we have viewed the environmental factor
information coded into Ventor’s defined land types, in our case we have entered the
information in a database linked to digital maps and queried the data bases to define
or classify our exposures. Here too, we can ask if the units o f observation of our
study population are within proximity to the kernel densities calculated for each of
the genotype groups. We need only to define a distance for our proximity, which in
this study we have chosen 10 kilometers. While the decision to chose 10 kilometers
is arbitrary, as has been the proximity distance definition throughout these studies,
here we will break from our choice o f zero, and choose a non-zero value to match that
of the kernel from which the genotype kernel density maps were produced.
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When we examine the results o f the comparison of calcium and pH values for
each genotype group and the factor level means with their confidence internals, we
can see the limited variance of southern African genotype group relative to the Kruger
group. Because of this difference in means and ranges, we conclude that we have
captured both genotype groups in our previous exposure definition for high calcium
and alkaline pH. We will choose to hold pH constant and change our classification
scheme for calcium level to bracket the means of the two different genotype groups
as suggested by the box plots presented later in results section of this chapter.
Specifically, we will define a medium calcium level to be greater than or equal to 150
and less than 250 me/kg. So also we will define a high calcium level to be greater
than or equal 250 me/kg. From this we will re-select the units of observation of our
study population which is in proximity to (distance = 0) land types or soils with their
respective levels o f calcium and pH greater than or equal to pH 7. The comparison,
or relative rate of anthrax mortality, is to soils which have pH values and calcium
values less than those specified above, adjusted for the other factors in the model with
their confidence intervals calculated as described previously.
5.3 Results
The result from the Wilcoxen rank sum test are listed (see Table 5.3.1). We
can see that a significant p-value for both calcium and pH indicating that we would
reject the null hypothesis that the means of the factors levels, genotype groups, are the
same. We would therefore conclude that they are statistically different.
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O f greater interest is how different are these means and within what range.
We can see this information in the confidence intervals calculated for each factor
level mean (see Table 5.3.2).
This can also be assessed by examining the box plots for our dependent
variables (see Figure 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). For interest, we have presented the other soil
parameters measured at the time of collection in a box plot and a clustered bar graph
(see Figures 5.3.3 and 5.3.4).
Result from the Poisson regression analysis are presented in the following
tables. For Model 5, the model fit statistics and those o f model 3a are listed together
for easy comparison (see Table 5.3.3). From these we see that our new model is not a
better fit to our data than Model 3a. Our purpose in constructing this model and the
next is not that o f model fit, however, it is to access confounding by effects on our
parameter estimates (see Tables 5.3.4 and 5.3.5).
We see in these tables that the estimated parameters for genotype southern
African is greater than one indicating a relative rate higher for our study population in
proximity to this genotype. For Kruger genotype group, however, there is a verysmall value for our parameter estimate, less than one, leading us to believe that there
is no effect of proximity to Kruger group genotype isolates or perhaps even a slight
protective effect. O f interest also is the effect o f inclusion of these terms on the other
parameter estimates in the model as measured by percent change. Here we see
substantial change in all o f the previous model terms. This is the effect we would
expect to see when the new terms we have introduced are sources of confounding in
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Table 5.3.1 Test statistic from Wilcoxen rank sum test.
Factor

Group

Sum ofN

Expected

Score

Z

P-value

Ca

Kruger

2928

3348

40.667

3.999

0.0001

So. African

1350

930

67.500

Kruger

2837

3348

39.402

4.870

0.0001

pH

1441
So. African
930
72.050
Table 5.3.2 Factor level means and confidence intervals for calcium and pH.
Factor

Genotype Group

Mean

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Ca me/kg

Kruger

185.676

160.866

210.487

So. African

274.145

249.967

298.323

Kruger

6.7410

6.5672

6.9148

So. African

7.7610

7.5441

7.9779

pH
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72

20

Kruger

Soutem African

Genotype Group
Figure 5.3.1 Box plot of calcium values by genotype groups.
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q

_ 5.0
Kruger

Southern African

Genotype Group

Figure 5.3.2 Box plot of pH values by genotype group.
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Soil Component

Hi Clay
H i Sand
H H Silt
Kruger

Southern African

Genotype Group

Figure 5.3.4 Box plot o f soil triad, sand, silt and clay.
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Soil Measurement
Mean of Soil Values

Electrical Conduct.
Magnesium me/kg
Phosphorus mg/kg
Potassium me/kg
Sodium me/kg
Kruger

Southern African

Genotype Group

Figure 5.3.4 Clustered bar chart for soil measurements by genotype group.
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Table 5.3.3 Model fit parameters for Model 6.
Model

Deviance

Pearson Chi-sq.

LL

Df

Dev./Df

5

834.460

1128.774

7198.739

62

13.4

3a
80.354
72.313
9099.261
5.0
16
Table 5.4.4. Parameter estimates with 95% confidence intervals from Model 6.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Kruger GT

0.43

0.39

0.48

So. African GT

4.47

3.93

5.09

Strict Low

24.18

21.96

26.63

463.01

192.37

1114.42

1990

4.36e+09

1.91e+09

9.92e-r09

1991

l.lOe+12

9.09e+Il

1.04e+12

1992

1.86e+l0

1.14e+10

3.04e+10

1993

2.55e+12

2.00e+12

3.26e+l2

1994

2.1 le-s-12

2.1 le-s-12

2.1 le+12

Browser
Prox. to Ca and
pH
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Table 5.4.5 Percent change in parameter estimates between Model 3and Model 5.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 3a

Model 5

Rate Ratio

28.5

24.18

15.16

331.36

463.01

39.73

1990

3.34e+09

4.36e+09

30.45

1991

8.53e+ll

I.l0e-H2

28.99

1992

1.40e+10

1.86e+10

32.78

1993

1.78e+l 1

2.55e-r-12

1330.22

1994

l.51e+l 1

2.1 le+12

1296.02

Strict Low
Browser
Prox. to Ca and
pH
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the model. We will refrain from further comment on this for the results from Model
6 (see Tables 5.4.6 - 5.4.8).
In Model 6 we have attempted to further sort out the issue o f confounding of
our estimates o f rate ratios of anthrax mortality by genotype group and calcium levels
in the soil. The changes in our parameter estimate are again quite profound. What is
not immediately evident from the data in the tables, though, is what has happened to
the relative importance of calcium an effect. To get the feel for this magnitude, one
needs to look at the Model 3a parameter estimate for proximity to high calcium
alkaline pH soils in relation to the two parameter estimates in Model 6 for medium
and high levels o f calcium once adjusted for genotype group effects. The change in
relative importance will be discussed further during the conclusions of this study.
5.4. Conclusions
We found in Chapter 2 that calcium and pH are influential ecologically on the
rate of anthrax mortality. We therefore investigated soil calcium and pH as factors in
a comparison o f overall and genotype specific associations. We took the soil
composition at the location of isolation for each of the isolates in our study group and
used them in a non-parametric analysis o f variance of the calcium and pH values
along with an examination of some of the descriptive statistics. Based on the findings
of the Wilcoxen rank sum test, and the distributions of calcium and pH values as seen
in the box plots o f the same by genotype group, we will conclude the means of the
factors examined are different. We further conclude that the differences in factor
means and the variability by genotype groups represent independent constraints
imposed by the environment on each of the groups in our study group of isolates.
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Table 5.4.6 Model fit parameters for Model 6 and 5.
Model

Deviance

Pearson Chi-sq.

LL

Df

Dev./Df

6

1468.994

2319.597

5620.569

97

15.144

5
13.4
834.460
1128.774
7198.739
62
Table 5.4.7 Parameter estimates with 95% confidence intervals for Moc el 6.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Lower Cl

Upper Cl

Kruger GT

0.14

0.12

0.17

So. African GT

13.84

11.46

16.73

Strict Low

21.50

19.49

23.70

Prox. to Mid. Ca

7.31

6.5

8.22

Prox. to High Ca

0.19

0.16

0.22

1990

5.63e-K)9

2.47e+09

l.28eH 0

1991

1.42e+12

1.17&H2

1.73e+l2

1992

2.62e+l0

1.6 le-j-10

4.26e+10

1993

2.84e+l 1

2.23e+l 1

3.63e+l 1

1994

2.54e+l 1

2.54e+l 1

2.54e+l 1

Browser
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Table 5.4.8. Comparison o f parameter estimates for Models 5 and 6.
Effect

Rate Ratio

Rate Ratio

Percent Change in

Model 5

Model 6

Rate Ratio

Kruaer GT

0.43

0.14

67.44

So. African GT

4.47

13.84

209.62

Strict Low

24.18

21.50

11.08

1990

4.36e+09

5.63e-M39

29.13

1991

I.10e+12

l.42eH 2

29.09

1992

l.86e+10

2.62e+l0

40.86

1993

2.55e+12

2.84e+ll

88.86

1994

2.1 le+12

2.54e+ll

87.96

Browser
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Looked at from another perspective, we would say that the genotype groups have
separate self constraints or environmental requirements, the southern African group
having a narrower zone of tolerance pitched at a higher level for both calcium and pH
when compared to the Kruger genotype group.
We then performed our last analysis in this series of studies to explore the
association o f genotype groups with the rate of anthrax mortality. From the model we
developed in Chapter 2, the results we have obtained in Chapter 4, and the findings
from our analysis o f variance on soil factors by genotype, we investigated the
confounding effects in our parameter estimates due to effects by genotype groups.
We develop a definition of proximity and classification of exposure to each o f the
genotype groups as was done before for environmental factors and included these
terms in the model that we developed in Chapter 2. We chose to accept our KNP
study isolates as a representative sample o f the mortalities occurring over the study
period and to restrict our conclusions here to that of an ecological effects. From the
change in parameter estimates from Model 3a and Model 6 we conclude that
genotype group should be considered a source of confounding when attempting to
explain the rate o f anthrax mortalities in the KNP in a study approach such as this and
there is merit in the next step of our study to re-classify our independent variable to
account for differing levels o f calcium associated with the two genotype groups.
From a deep consideration o f the results of the comparison of the means of
calcium and pH for each genotype group in light of the density location of each, we
decided that any effect of genotype group that we would estimate from our model
might be further confounded by the effect o f calcium or pH level over the study area.
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We needed to account for the fact that the two genotype groups are clustered
differentially over calcium levels. In order to account for this further potentially
confounding effect in our model we expanded the classification scheme that we have
developed for calcium and pH in our previous study. Modification o f the model to
account for differential calcium levels has allowed us to examine the change in
parameter estimates as we attempt to adjust for confounding of both environmental
factor associations and the effect of genotype groups on the rate o f anthrax mortality
in the KNP. This is seen in the comparison o f Model 5 and Model 6 and we conclude
from the percent change in parameter estimates that indeed, genotype group effects
seem to be confounded over the levels of soil calcium classified.
As for the parameter estimates from Model 6, we again observe that Kruger
genotype has no profound influence on the rate ratio o f anthrax mortalities when
adjusted for browsing species and levels of calcium. Southern African genotype
group, however has an increased parameter estimate and seems to have largely
absorbed the effect of high calcium and pH observed previously in our model. Of
interest too, is that the estimate for calcium at the medium level classification, greater
than or equal to 150 and less than 250 me/kg o f soil, has a larger rate ratio than does
the higher calcium classification. At this point we must ask ourselves fundamental
questions regarding the results for this final study.
What faith are we to assign to these parameter estimates from Model 6? Do
we now reject our conclusions of an ecological effect for our term defined and tested
a priori in Chapter 2? And what of the soundness o f our exposure classification for
genotype groups? We need to not loose sight of the fact that the studies in this
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chapter are intended as exploratory, and as such, the faith we will place in the
parameter estimates resultant from the models in this chapter will be treated as a
guide only. What is more, we place greater faith in the measure of change o f
parameter estimates in our models for our stated purpose o f confounding
investigation. We feel, however, that interpretation of the magnitude of the
parameter estimates are clues to the relationships between the genotype groups and
environmental constraints. The relationships about which all of these studies have
been centered. We will cut short our discussion o f the results here to move on to the
next chapter in order to frame the interpretations and further conclusions in the
overall picture for which they were intended. Meaning this, that the results o f this
chapter are exploratory and are meant to provide meaningful insights to the larger
questions asked for the entire group of studies and before we proceed further, we
should one last time, review and assemble our questions for a proper perspective.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND SPECULATION
6.1 Summary
At the beginning of this text, we established that anthrax is clearly as
important in the worid today as it has been in times past and a thorough, if not
complete, understanding of the epidemiology of the disease it causes would seem
essential. But, we observed that in a survey of the state-of-the-Knowledge as it exists
for the epidemiology of anthrax one finds both certain prevailing gaps of old and also
a certain lag with respect to the application of the latest in molecular techniques,
from which the impetus for this work was drawn. We have attempted to logically
approach those studies with the aim o f providing further insight into the origin, the
evolution, and the complex web of causation of the disease anthrax. It has been a
greater goal that this study should contribute evidence with which to weigh the larger
questions posed: 1) is southern Africa the geographic origin o f B. anthracis? 2) Are
the two distinct anthrax genotype groups observed in southern Africa acting under the
same 'bottlenecks', or constraints, or are they acting in a fashion which would
suggest independent associations to factors in their environment? 3) If so, what are
those environmental factors, what is their relationship to each of the two genotype
groups and do anthrax genotype groups exhibit clustering within such environmental
constraints? To answer these questions we formulated and tested hypotheses in a
series o f investigations. We will now state the hypotheses as questions and answer
them with our conclusions drawn for our studies.
Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP
attributable to an animal's species?
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Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP
attributable to an animals dietary behavior, i.e., low browsers, vs. others?
Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP
attributable to being in proximity to a soil which has a neutral or greater pH and has
calcium at an elevated level?
Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence of anthrax mortality in the KNP
attributable to being in proximity to river beds?
Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence of anthrax mortalities in the
KNP attributable to being in proximity to large areas o f bottom land?
Are anthrax isolates from the KNP clustered in time and space? Are they
clustered by genotype?
What are the values for pertinent environmental factors at the points of
anthrax genotype isolations and do they differ by genotype group?
Is there an effect on the cumulative incidence o f anthrax mortality in the KNP
attributable to anthrax genotype groups?
We began these studies with an examination o f the crude rate ratios of anthrax
mortality for the 15 species in our study population. We found that these we
homogenous across the species save two, which were nyala and kudu, and strictly
browsing species which confine their dietary intake to the browse available to them at
less than mid-story. Conveniently, this observation matched our questions of a
theorized high risk dietary behavior relating to browsing on foliage where
transmission might be facilitated by blow flies. There is a body o f evidence to
substantiate the biological plausibility of transmission by this means and we therefore
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conclude that our resulting parameter estimate, adjusted for our ecological measures
is indicative o f a biological effect at the individual species level. So what can we
take away from these studies concerning the biotic environment as we have defined it
and its effect on anthrax mortalities in the KNP? We can say with reasonable
sureness that we found no differences among the species rates except by low
browsing behavior. If there is a confounding effect o f individual species
susceptibility to anthrax, as has been offered in the literature, it was not in evidence in
the study population with our modeling approach. Further, the effect of low browsing
behavior on anthrax mortality seems very much to be real throughout our
comparisons model parameter estimates.
It is convenient to reserve the bulk of discussion o f calcium and pH for the
last, concurrent with the discussion o f genotype group effects and instead, talk briefly
about the other hypothesized spatial ecological effects that we tested.
We found no evidence for an ecological effect from our parameter estimates
for proximity to rivers or bottom land. To summarily dismiss the hypotheses we feel
would be in error. Instead, we that we have inadequately defined our exposures to
these factors which is unfortunate. We will leave further investigation o f these
factors to future studies, feeling that the body of literature is too supportive o f the
concept o f the concentrator model o f anthrax epidemiology and topography is central
to this model.
We found that our study group of isolates from the KNP were indeed clustered
in time and space, as measured by space-time interaction tests using three different
methods. We extended what we feel was the soundest method to determine the
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confounding effects of genotype group on the scale and locations o f the clustering
observed in our study group. From these results and from kernel density maps, we
concluded that the space-time interaction of the genotype groups was at differing
scales and locations and independent o f one another. Further, we observed that the
Kruger genotype group isolates show clustering at a k = 2 level, above and beyond the
space-time interaction of southern African isolates which was observed to be at a k=l
level. And what o f the k = 5 clustering o f anthrax isolates overall? We could decide
that this is merely artifactual in light of the lower level independent clustering of the
genotype groups, and that at this k level, clustering by either genotype group alone is
not statistically independent. We would rather suggest that this is real and represents
the overall tendency of our isolates to originate from soils that are elevated in calcium
level as demonstrated in the non-parametric analysis of variance for the soil factor
calcium. It is worthy and sobering to note, though, the ramifications of confounding
present in space-time interaction studies as is demonstrated in our case.
Having established that soil calcium and pH were pertinent as environmental
factors, potentially constraining, we calculated mean values for the factor levels of
genotype groups and concluded that the means and variances were indeed different.
In Chapter 2 we tested an a priori hypothesis that there was an ecological
effect on the rate o f anthrax mortalities in the KNP attributable to being in proximity
to soils whose calcium levels were greater than or equal to 150 me/kg and pH greater
than or equal to 7.0. We concluded that our estimate of the adjusted rate ratio for this
effect was valid within the ecological frame we had defined, adjusting for
confounding by browsing behavior and accounting for variation over time, admitting
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confounding by unknown and unmeasured factors contributing to anthrax mortalities.
But in the studies followed, it has became apparent that genotype groups should be
accounted for in our modeling process as one o f those previously unknown and
unmeasured factors, i.e., a potential confounder. The parameter estimates and
percent changes resulting from including genotype terms in our exploratory models
could potentially erode the confidence with which we stated our earlier conclusions.
What are we to conclude now in light of our exploratory study results?
6.2 Speculation
Our exploratory results should be interpreted as what they are, exploration.
We have looked for evidence o f confounding effects of genotype groups in an
ecological manner, and must conclude that there is supportive evidence for this
judging by the change in parameter estimates observed. What this may mean
biologically at the individual level we must label as speculation, how'ever plausible it
may seem. It would seem plausible that anthrax genotypes would differ in their
virulence and pathogenicity and could exert an effect on the rate of mortalities such
as we see in the parameter estimate of the southern African genotype group from
Model 6. It is further plausible that such an effect could confound an estimate of
ecological effect of high calcium soils. The dramatic effect observed on the terms of
medium and high calcium levels in Model 6 overall, from the parameter estimate
obtained for simply high calcium (which bracketed both o f these terms) is difficult to
interpret. Our results would suggest that having adjusted our estimates for browsing
behavior, genotype group and accounting for temporal variation, that the effect o f
calcium is seen only at the medium defined level and substantially reduced from that
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observed with our previous term. This result, along with the subsequent increase in
the parameter estimate of the southern African genotype term would suggest that
having accounted for a threshold level o f calcium in the environment, there is no
further dose effect o f higher concentrations of calcium on the rate of anthrax
mortalities, but rather, an ecological effect attributable to the southern African
genotype group. So, do we abandon our estimate and conclusions regarding an
ecological effect attributable to being in proximity to soils having calcium greater
than or equal to 150 me/kg and pH greater than or equal 7.0 in favor of genotype
effects? The answer here is, o f course, no. But what we must take away from our
exploratory analysis is that our estimate is most certainly confounded by a genotype
effect. Individual level studies are needed to better characterize and quantify these
effects.
We can liken the ecological effect observed for calcium to the higher level
clustering observed in the KNP study isolates overall. The effect that we have
observed is just as real over all of the mortalities as the observed space-time
clustering over all o f the isolates. Our conclusions are substantiated by the elevated
medium calcium level parameter being greater than one, though we will refrain from
putting confidence in the actual value o f the parameter estimates of all of the effects
calculated in both o f the exploratory models.
We will lastly conclude that our results overall suggest two plausible
mechanisms by which the B branch, which includes the southern African genotype
group, may have developed a limited global distribution when compared to the A,
branch, which includes the Kruger genotype group. Both o f these mechanisms could
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act as constraints to distribution independent o f one another, that is they are not
mutually exclusive. The first is a requirement for higher levels o f calcium and pH in
the soil environment. The second is a higher rate of anthrax mortality in the hosts
that are infected.
Southern African genotype group could have been restricted by either or both
o f these mechanisms. The range and values o f calcium and pH observed for locations
o f origin for southern African genotypes suggest that the group may have a narrower
range of requirements o f the immediate soil environment than does the Kruger
genotype group present in the KNP. If southern African is more effective at killing
animals, as is indicated by this group having a large parameter estimate of relative
rate, this also could present a barrier to global distribution. If hosts are killed too
well, or too rapidly, the pathogen defacto limits the distance that the host can travel
and the additional number of animals which might be infected subsequently is
reduced. The extreme example of a disease which limits itself in this manner is the
Ebola virus.
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